Swimming in the atomic waters of the largest Godzilla convention on earth

On the reptilian superstar, family, and other monsters.

By Katie Prout 18
A NOTE ON THIS WEEK’S COVER STORY

UNTIL THIS SUMMER, I hadn’t been to G-Fest since 2004, when I was 16 and brought my high school best friend. My dad filmed that one, at one point catching my friend punching me in the arm, hard, while we all waited in line to see Terror of MechaGodzilla (1975). I wouldn’t remember this incident except for that it’s on film, one that my brothers have watched repeatedly, the punch growing stronger, more violent in their mind. My friend had been complaining about the line and the people in it and called it all stupid. I told her she “wasn’t a real G-Fan,” and then she punched me. It’s strange that something that was a non-innocent to me got under their skin, made them feel righteous anger, a desire for understanding and, possibly, revenge. —KATIE PROUT, STAFF WRITER

CORRECTION: An article published in the June 21, 2022, issue, “On the south side, a quest to keep Black baseball alive,” incorrectly stated Lewis Dean was a sophomore in the 2021-22 school year; he was a junior.
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Clothing reseller Sasha Smith, 20, claims to dress like a “pink 2000s bimbo Harajuku ballerina.” She’s inspired by dolls, the Playboy universe, and the now-defunct Japanese street style magazine FRUiTS.

The day she was photographed, Smith was headed to a hangout with a friend. She was covered head to toe in her favorite rosy hue, wearing a top sprinkled with hearts and a daring neckline.

Smith’s look was a harmonious mix of sweet and sexy vibes, in keeping with her daring yet cute aesthetic. Her style on that day was also evocative of Barbicore, a current trend inspired by the Barbie doll. Not one to shy away from sensual pieces, Smith affirms she’s never been a modest person. “I feel most confident and comfortable when I’m not hiding my body under baggy clothes,” she says. “I wear what I want to make myself feel good.”

Sasha Smith’s look embodies some of the principles of the très summer 2022 trend Barbicore-pink, flirty, with a bit of sass. © ISA GIALLORENZO
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Bernardo Medina’s *Sofrito Manifesto* slaps like a flip-flop

The San Juan-based “Jibarito Pop” artist honors granny food in Humboldt Park.

**By Mike Sula**

Bernardo Medina’s mother chased him into art with a foam rubber flip-flop. “Latina mothers call it a chancleta,” says Medina, a San Juan, Puerto Rico-based pop artist and publicist. “It is the weapon that they use against you as a kid. I was very hyper, and since there were no medications for it, it was my mother’s slipper.”

As a lad in the rural northern coastal town of Hatillo, Medina knocked over a porcelain sheep and shepherd from his mother’s prized Lladró nativity scene, and Medina’s older sister Millie pronounced him dead. “My sister told me, ‘She is gonna kill you physically,’ so I ran outside and climbed a breadfruit tree.” Medina’s mother stationed herself at the base, slipper in hand, and he was only spared the wrath of the chancleta after his father argued for clemency.

His parents thought they’d found a productive outlet for that kind of energetic “lack of precaution” by enrolling him in art class, where he produced his first bodegón, a simple still life of an apple and a book. But before long Medina began to disrupt class as well, rendering the fruit in impossible patterns and colors, eventually painting entirely imaginary varieties.

Medina, now 60, is still creating wild bodegones, some of which are hanging for a few more days in Humboldt Park at the National Museum of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture. “The Sofrito Manifesto” is a pop-up exhibition featuring 62 photographs from Medina’s sprawling 250-page tribute to the cooking of his late abuelas. It’s a hefty, bilingual coffee-table-sized tome full of recipes, and stories by his sister Emilia, aka Millie; it’s all illustrated with eye-popping food photography, paintings, and pull-out posters rendered in Medina’s defining style, which he calls “Jibarito Pop.”

On the island, no one thinks of Chicago’s iconic plantain sandwich when the word “jibarito” is invoked. Medina’s never heard of it, let alone eaten one. The word originally means “little hillbilly,” and in most circles it’s a pejorative, unless you’re Medina, who has come to embrace it as a “reaffirmation of the pride and beauty of my roots.”

Medina is the president of Kroma, the commercial marketing agency he founded 20 years ago after a career bouncing between...
the island, New York, Connecticut, and Luxembourg.

As an undergrad studying theater at the University of Puerto Rico, “I was very into musicals,” he says. “I want to produce shows and make money, and to my classmates I was extremely capitalist. So I didn’t belong there. And then I studied business and to the faculty I was a hippie. Getting into art and defining Jibarito Pop was a self-discovery process of fighting with my peers, my colleagues, and myself.”

Medina’s exhibited his artwork in New York, Madrid, Havana, Miami, San Juan, and now Chicago, where “The Sofrito Manifesto” hangs until August 13, after which it moves on to New York, Boston, Miami, and D.C.

It launched in early June with a Janellie’s Kitchen-catered spread of frituras: “all the fried foods,” including tostones, bacalaitos, empanadillas, sorullitos, piononos, and alcapurrias—the beef-stuffed plantain fritters whose Sofrito Manifesto recipe is illustrated with a photo spread of a ravishing, designer-clad couple foreplaying a romp in an antique hotel suite with this iconic street food. “You don’t eat alcapurrias in that environment,” says Medina. “It’s not made with caviar. It’s made with ground beef by a granny.”

Neither of his grannies ever cooked from recipes, but they cooked all day, every day, with produce they grew themselves. On his maternal side in particular, Abuela Inés Alonso Montijo cooked farm-to-table long before it was a marketing concept—say, scraping out a backyard coconut and extruding its milk, instead of buying a can for the jiggly pudding known as tembleque.

“She did everything with her bare hands and her brain,” says Medina. “It was a lot of code words.” “Un poquito de sal” for a pinch of salt; “un chinchin de sal” for a smaller pinch.

Medina and his sister wrote 50 recipes based on their abuelas’ cooking, combing through boxes of notes, clippings, and memorandums, and sitting down at kitchen tables with cousins and aunties back in Hatillo.

Medina summoned all the powers of his public-relations firm and assembled and printed 2,000 copies, of which there are about 500 left. He titled it for the diverse seasoning foundation of the food of Puerto Rico (and most of Latin America). “Sofrito is an alliance of six ingredients: garlic, culantro, cilantro, onions, and sweet and hot peppers”; they are disparate elements that form the base of a dish, much in the way different media comprise the book.

After “The Sofrito Manifesto” closes, Medina’s returning to Chicago this fall to collaborate with the artist Josue Pellot and the design studio 408 Fabrication on an outdoor mural somewhere on Pulaski Avenue in Hermosa. In the meantime he’s working on The Sofrito Manifesto 2: Cocktails, Beverages, and Drinks, the second in a planned series of volumes and an epic Jibarito Pop undertaking motivated as much by his sense of capitalism as his sense of home. “My son wants to be an oncologist,” he says. “He’s gonna study ten years. This book and the other eight that I produce are the way that I’m gonna raise the freaking half a million dollars to call my son Dr. Medina.”
COMMENTARY

Walking with the dead
Adam Selzer’s new book digs up the stories at Graceland Cemetery.

By Deanna Isaacs

When Anne Ford interviewed Adam Selzer for the Reader in 2014, it was all about his job as a ghost tour leader. You didn’t have to read between the lines to sense that it wasn’t the perfect gig for a truth-seeking research glutton.

“No matter how skeptical I tried to be, I felt like I was just encouraging people to jump for bad explanations of things,” Selzer says now. “They took it as permission to believe weird conspiracy theories.”

At the same time, “I was doing so much research for the historical parts of those tours, and I was finding all these incredible stories that I couldn’t really work on unless they were said to be haunting someplace.”

And, oh yeah, he was also writing. More than 20 books in a decade, evenly divided between young adult novels and nonfiction, including one about H.H. Holmes subtitled “The True History of the White City Devil.”

Selzer, an English major and self-described “historical data miner” who came to Chicago right out of college in 2004, has moved on since then, but hasn’t escaped the dead people. Since most of the stories ended up in cemeteries, he says, he started doing Graceland tours. Now he has a new book, to be published this month by University of Illinois Press’s 3 Fields imprint, Graceland Cemetery: Chicago Stories, Symbols, and Secrets. Lucky for us, it’s an adept melding of the tours, the research, and the writing.

“I’ve blundered around Graceland’s 119 acres and 175,000 graves often enough to know that it’s an incredible but overwhelming repository of Chicago history and memorial art. Selzer has tamed it into ten self-guided walking tours organized according to location (five central stations, each the starting point for two walks), with breezy, intriguing biographies of some of the folks in each, plus historical and current photos and maps. Although the tours are numbered, it’s a “choose your own adventure” setup, not a sequential arrangement; he says they can be done in any order. Pressed to pick a starter, he mentions Route 2-A, which “has all kinds of great stuff in it.” Truth is, they all do.

Graceland, which opened in 1860, was designed as a garden cemetery—a place of recreation as well as eternal rest, and a departure from the grim, checkblock church graveyards of earlier years. Like Rosehill, which is the same vintage, it received bodies that were removed from the older City Cemetery that became the southern portion of Lincoln Park. Selzer writes that “Soon, as all garden cemeteries strove to be, Graceland was at once a park, an open air museum, and an art gallery.”

Who’s in 2-A? Abolitionists, Civil War soldiers, and hosts on the Underground Railroad, along with a notorious burglar, a wealthy suffragist (Katharine Dexter McCormick), and the first Black lawyer in Illinois (Lloyd Garrison Wheeler). Also, detective Allan Pinkerton, and one of Selzer’s favorites, “the completely illegible, nondescript monument” of Jeremiah Price, “a guy who was so fantastically boring that people were still telling jokes about how boring he was years after he died.”

Another Selzer favorite is the three-person Getty Tomb designed by Louis Sullivan, in part because of the story of daughter Alice Getty, who, he says, “could have had her own Indiana Jones movie.” The Getty Tomb is also the starting point for Route 4-A, which includes one of my own favorite monuments, the marker for anesthesiologist Christopher D. Manuel—a bronze statue of a boy with a flute (one of a limited edition by Italian artist Rinaldo Bigi), seated atop a granite base engraved with lyrics from the 1930s jazz standard, “For All We Know.” This, I would argue, is truly haunting. A short distance in front of it is the monument for architect Stanley Tigerman, which Tigerman himself described to me as “a granite slab cracked down the middle” that will allow him and his partner and spouse, architect Margaret McCurry—fortunately not there yet—to lie head to head. (That Reader profile gets a mention in Selzer’s footnotes.)

Graceland is famous for its architects; everyone from Daniel Burnham to Helmut Jahn is there (or soon to be) and in the book. But Selzer notes that along with the famous architects, politicians, artists, athletes, and business leaders are “countless others whose names were never widely known at all, but whose stories should have been a part of local history…”

Selzer will conduct two in-person limited attendance book release walking tours of Graceland, 9:30 AM and 12:30 PM August 14. Tickets are $20 (plus $2.85 booking fee) or, including the book, $40 (plus $4.06 fee); information and tickets at mysteriouschicago.com.
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Can a new housing development revitalize Bronzeville without displacing residents?

Officials hope 43 Green can be a model for equitable development.

By Jerrel Floyd, Davon Clark, Frederique Desrosiers, Charlene Rhinehart, Erica Scalise, and City Bureau

This story was produced by City Bureau, a civic journalism lab in Bronzeville.

The area surrounding the 43rd Street Green Line stop will look drastically different in the next couple of years and two buildings—one new and one historic—are expected to be the center of that change.

The buildings face each other across 43rd Street and are served by the Green Line stop that bears the same name. The new building is a ten-story apartment tower under construction that developers promise will include affordable homes and retail shops. It's the first phase of 43 Green—a multiphase development project—and it spreads out over four vacant lots the city sold to the developer for $1 each. The second building is the Forum, a historic assembly hall where jazz and blues legends performed. The venue, which shuttered its doors in the 1970s, is at the center of a fundraising effort led by community members to restore it to its original glory.

City officials and developers have promoted the 43 Green development as one centered on the existing community, whom they hope won't be displaced. A development with new homes and businesses isn't enough to plug the affordable housing need or turn around the decades of disinvestment in the community. But Third Ward alderperson Pat Dowell said 43rd Green, which is part of a new city initiative to bring development near transit stops in the south and west sides, is a step toward keeping Bronzeville a vibrant neighborhood.

“So it’s not a one-size-fits-all for Bronzeville,” Dowell said. “It’s a tapestry that needs to be weaved together and balanced so that we can keep the community diverse in economics. And that’s not easy.”

If successful, advocates hope more affordable homes and businesses could be built near transit stops in the south and west sides. Those efforts are welcomed by residents, who want new development but worry it might lead to their displacement, according to interviews with more than a dozen Bronzeville residents. The majority of residents didn’t know much about 43 Green. Some said they
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dialogue with residents before, during, and after construction. To do that, residents must feel empowered to speak up about issues and concerns and developers should address those issues.

“The people who live in the communities that we serve are the experts,” Requejo said.

City funding

In 2019, residents got a sneak peek of the project design and cost at a town hall hosted by Dowell. The opportunities for Bronzeville residents to weigh in and allegedly drive development led one Florida magazine to call the revitalization of the community an example of “withinfiltration,” which it defined as development led by the people and local residents. The reality in Bronzeville is a bit more complicated.

The first phase of the project was financed with more than $28 million from an array of taxpayer-funded programs. The project counts toward two of Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s key initiatives—the $1 billion effort to preserve and build affordable housing, and Invest South/West, the $750 million program to invest in ten neighborhoods in the city’s south and west sides, including Bronzeville.

The project is also Bronzeville’s first Equitable Transit-Oriented Development. For nearly a decade, the city has been using incentives to encourage development near train stations. When the city analyzed the impact of those incentives, it found that the vast majority of projects supported were built in the north, northwest, and downtown areas of Chicago. To change that, the city created the Equitable Transit-Oriented Development (ETOD) Pilot Program, which primarily focuses on communities ignored by developers in the west and south sides.

“Unfortunately, in Chicago it is much easier to build inequitable development and to build car-oriented development than it is to build equitable [transit-oriented development],” said Roberto Requejo, the executive director of Elevated Chicago, a collective of organizers and researchers partnering with the city to support equitable, transit-oriented developments. “Our vision is [that] buildings like the ETOD at 43rd Street should not be the exception—they should be the norm.”

Community leaders and organizers say the work doesn’t end when construction starts. Developers ought to have an ongoing dialogue with residents before, during, and after construction. To do that, residents must feel empowered to speak up about issues and concerns and developers should address those issues.

“The people who live in the communities that we serve are the experts,” Requejo said.

Familiar territory

Bronzeville has gone through a variety of transformations. During the Great Migration starting in the 1910s, it was seen as the promised land for Black people escaping the Jim Crow south and looking for economic opportunities. In segregated Chicago, Bronzeville, known as the Black Metropolis, was one of the few areas where Black residents were allowed to live. They opened businesses and popular music venues along business corridors, including 43rd Street.

“It’s a place with just character,” said Sandria Washington, Urban Juncture’s director of engagement and partnerships. To Washington, who lives in Bronzeville, the character comes with the neighborhood’s history and culture. It’s the businesses, the people, the art created here, the block parties, the festivals, and the areas where the community can be seen and felt.

Public housing developments built to alleviate overcrowding in Black neighborhoods in the 1950s and 1960s housed thousands of families in Bronzeville. This included one of the largest public housing developments: the Robert R. Taylor Homes, which housed close to 30,000 people.

Those residents were displaced when public housing high-rises were demolished, as part of a plan by then-Mayor Richard M. Daley to replace them with mixed-income communities, many of which have yet to materialize. More than two decades after the plan was launched, many of the sites of those public housing high-rises are still vacant.

Between 2004 and 2008, Bronzeville residents and organizers attempted to take matters into their own hands. They pushed the city to establish a trust fund, financed by property taxes, that would build affordable housing on city-owned vacant lots. The effort was led by the Lugenia Burns Hope Center, a Bronzeville-based community organization with initiatives that support rent control and affordable housing. The proposal didn’t get traction with politicians and ultimately died.

The fight for affordable housing continues. Roderick Wilson, the current executive director of the Lugenia Burns Hope Center, said once an apartment was converted to a condo and another time when friends he was staying with sold their home because they couldn’t keep up with property taxes and other expenses.

Wilson said he would like to see developers set aside more units as affordable because many, like the 43 Green developers, cap affordable units at roughly 50 percent. Even at 50 percent, he said, it’s not enough because that figure does not take into consideration the need for affordable homes. The county is facing a shortage of affordable housing of nearly 160,000 units, according to a 2021 DePaul Institute for Housing Studies report.

In mid-July, the Chicago Housing Authority approved the sale of 28 vacant lots that once were part of the Robert Taylor Homes so a developer could build mixed-income housing. The developer’s plan is to build 28 for-sale units, including at least three affordable homes. Under the proposal, the CHA would allow families with incomes up to 120 percent of the area median income, or about $125,000 for a family of four, to qualify for the affordable homes. Community members who attended the meeting and wanted more affordable units questioned the CHA’s motives and asked the CHA to do better.

The CHA’s CEO, Tracey Scott, said the agency was building strong communities that could sustain themselves in the future.

“It’s about rebuilding the village where everyone is welcomed,” she said.

43 Green

The first phase of 43 Green is well underway. Developers are building an apartment tower with 99 units, mostly studios and one-bedroom apartments, and retail on the ground floor. A little more than half of those units will be designated as affordable. City records show the affordable rents are expected to be between $870 and $1,080, depending on the size of the unit. Developers and the city are defining affordable as people who make up to 60 percent of the area median income or about $50,000 for a two-person household.

Taxpayer-backed financing totaling more than $38 million is helping subsidize the cost of the affordable units. Funding for the project includes $5 million in tax increment financing funds, more than $18 million in Low-Income Housing Tax Credits equity, and a $3 million multifamily loan. The money would pay for construction, soft costs, professional fees, and a developer fee of $2 million.

The principal developer is the Habitat Company, a major developer in Chicago, which partnered with P3 Markets, a minority-owned real estate investment firm co-led by Phillip Beckham III, a longtime Bronzeville resident and a businessman who has contributed to and worked in the local alderman’s political campaign.

Beckham, who was paid $1,500 in 2007 for outreach and supplies from Dowell’s political fund, said his goal with 43 Green is to cater to young professionals—not families. The affordable units, he said, are being built for young people who need a little help starting off on their first apartment.

Beckham and his firm have contributed at least $2,750 to Dowell’s political campaign since P3 Markets was registered with the state in 2018.

Beckham said his previous work with Dowell and campaign contributions did not play a role in the city’s support for 43 Green. His work with Dowell, he said, included a stint as a campaign finance director. “Alderman Dowell needs no financial influence to do good things for the Third Ward residents,” Beckham said.

Asked about their relationship, Dowell’s office said in an email that the alderman has been a longtime proponent of transit-oriented development and that “Phil Beckham is a long time member of the Bronzeville community who has supported the alderman since her first run for alderman in 2003.”

The expectation from residents and city officials is that the 43 Green development will address some of the community’s affordable housing needs to keep residents from being displaced. When all the phases of 43 Green are completed, the developers estimate it will cost at least $100 million and hold roughly 300 units.

There is fear that longtime Bronzeville residents will be displaced, especially as home values continue to rise. Earlier this year, Crain’s Chicago Business reported that 28 newly constructed homes and townhouses were sold in 2021 in Bronzeville—the largest number of new houses sold in any Chicago neighborhood that year. Some of those homes sold at prices above $800,000. Overall, homes in Bronzeville sold at a median price above $1 million, a figure higher than some popular neighborhoods on the north
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side, where home prices have traditionally been more expensive.

The land where 43 Green is being developed was once a part of a retail corridor. In addition to providing affordable housing, the expectation from residents, city officials, and the developers is that the housing development, along with the redevelopment of the Forum music venue, will spark a resurgence of that corridor.

Dowell supports that idea. She said the community needs a more vibrant business corridor close to transit stops and envisions the street resembling the amenities and movement of north-side neighborhoods, like the Fullerton or Belmont Red Line stops.

“There’s a lot of hustle and bustle activity around those stations,” she said. “People live around those stations; that’s not the case along the Green Line.”

More than just housing

Across the street from the first phase of 43 Green, the Forum is still waiting to be fully redeveloped. It opened in 1907 as an assembly hall that once welcomed renowned performers like Nat King Cole and Muddy Waters. It was shut in the 1970s following community disinvestment and later targeted for demolition. It was saved by Urban Juncture, a community development organization that bought the building in 2011 to preserve it and is now leading a fundraising effort to support renovations and a reopening. Once restored, the organization hopes it will become a destination and an engine for community revitalization.

“It’s always been this huge presence on 43rd Street,” said Bernard Loyd, president of Urban Juncture. The goal is to reopen the top floors as an assembly hall and event space and house a restaurant and other businesses on the ground floors.

The road to restoration hasn’t been easy. It took around ten years for the property to be rezoned from residential back to commercial retail according to Loyd. In 2019, with support from Urban Juncture, the Forum was entered in the National Register of Historic Places.

Loyd said the city declined submitting a letter of support in the application. He is unsure why.

But his hard work seems to have paid off. The redevelopment effort is now receiving heavy praise. Experts like Requejo have pointed to Urban Juncture’s work trying to save the Forum as being instrumental in the equitable development that’s happening in that area. Dowell said she hopes the development at 43 Green will lead to private investment in the Forum.

So far, Urban Juncture has raised $8.5 million, Loyd said. But the organization still needs more than $15 million to fully restore the building. And according to Loyd, the Forum hasn’t received city financial support despite appeals for support to Dowell. (Loyd and Urban Juncture have contributed at least $7,200 to Dowell’s political campaign since 2002.)

“We’re hopeful that the city will step forward to provide some support,” Loyd said, especially considering the enthusiasm they’ve seen from residents.

Dreams and hopes for Bronzeville

During a warm afternoon in June, Loyd and Henry Wishcamper, a codirector of community development with Urban Juncture, guided guests through the interior of the Forum.

The two pointed out an aged mural and the cooling effect of the ceiling. Tiny pieces of the building could be heard hitting the ballroom floor every couple of minutes.

From a side door, attendees were able to get a look at the towering 43 Green development across the street. Though still in its construction phase, onlookers can see some of the early outlines for the units.

Odili, who lives down the street from the buildings, grew excited thinking about the possibilities of the Forum and what it would mean for the arts in the community and Bronzeville in general.

Odili and her family moved to Bronzeville from Albany Park right before the pandemic hit. Prior to moving to the area, she said when she was looking to support Black businesses, she always ended up in Bronzeville. And now she wants to be a part of helping the community preserve its history. She likes the idea of building homes for younger people, but also believes it is important to help lifelong residents stay in Bronzeville and enjoy the influx of investment.

“I just really have a lot of hopes and dreams for Bronzeville,” she said. 
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ATTENTION CHA PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENTS & HCV PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

Proposed FY2023 MTW Annual Plan

The Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) is releasing the Proposed FY2023 MTW Annual Plan for public comment. The 30-day public comment period begins July 28 through August 26, 2022. While CHA encourages and welcomes all program participants, residents, and the community-at-large to review the proposed updates to the FY2023 MTW Annual Plan, you are not required to attend or view the livestream public comment hearings to submit comments. Your presence or absence does not affect your housing.

CHA will livestream and host an in-person public comment hearing. The dates and times are as follows:

- **Wed, August 3, 11:00 am Livestream:** Go to www.thecha.org (Click on LIVE FY2023 Annual Plan Comment Hearing. Sign interpretation will be available.)
- **Tue, August 9, 2022, 6:00 pm, FIC 4859 S Wabash** (Sign and Spanish interpreters will be present.)
- **Mon, August 15, 11:00 am Livestream:** Go to www.thecha.org (Click on LIVE FY2023 Annual Plan Comment Hearing. Sign interpretation will be available.)
- **Mon, August 22, 2022, 5:00 pm, FIC 4859 S Wabash** (Sign and Spanish interpretation will be available.)

A recording of the livestream session will be available following the hearing.

The Spanish-translated session will be available the week of Aug. 8.

We ask that comments pertaining to the Annual Plan be submitted electronically to commentontheplan@thecha.org prior to the comment hearing or submitted in the chat during the livestream. All comments will be added to the comment grid and receive a response during the livestream and/or in writing in the comment grid.

A summary and the full Proposed FY2023 Annual Plan will be available on CHA’s website at www.thecha.org beginning July 28. You may also mail or fax comments for the Proposed FY2023 MTW Annual Plan. All comments must be received by August 26, 2022.

Mail, E-mail or Fax comments to:

Chicago Housing Authority
Attention: Proposed FY2023 MTW Annual Plan
60 E. Van Buren Street, 12th Floor
Chicago, IL 60605
Email: commentontheplan@thecha.org | Fax: 312. 913.7837

If you have a question about this notice, please call 312.913.7365. To request a reasonable accommodation, please call 312.913.7062.
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Vallas rubs shoulders with the far right

The mayoral candidate spoke at a fundraiser for a group that has promoted transphobic rhetoric.

By Kelly Garcia

Last month, former Chicago Public Schools CEO and second-time mayoral candidate Paul Vallas spoke at a fundraiser for Awake Illinois, a group that has been criticized for its transphobic and homophobic rhetoric.

The group hosted a fundraiser in Naperville about school choice in June, and Vallas was a featured panelist. In addition to promoting school choice, Awake Illinois has opposed COVID safety protocols in schools, and the teaching of what it calls “critical race theory.” Last month, the nonprofit called Governor J.B. Pritzker a “groomer,” a term increasingly used as an anti-LGBTQ+ slur by the far right, after he signed a sex-ed bill.

In July, Awake Illinois and other right-wing groups publicly maligned UpRising Bakery and Cafe in suburban Lake of the Hills for planning a family-friendly drag show. The bakery was subsequently vandalized, and the bakery’s owners canceled the show as a result. Joseph Collins, a 24-year-old from Alsip, was later charged with a felony hate crime and criminal damage to property.

At Awake Illinois’s June fundraiser, Vallas sat on a panel alongside former Indiana school administrator Tony Kinnett and Waukegan teacher Frank McCormick, both vocal critics of curriculum that they claim includes critical race theory. Other panelists included Nicole Nelly, the president of a campus free speech organization, and Pastor Randy Blan, who challenged the state’s mask mandate as headmaster of a private Christian school in northern Illinois. Corey DeAngelis, a national leader for school choice, gave the keynote speech.

Shannon Adcock, Awake Illinois’s founder and president, introduced the panel as “the Continental Congress of school choice.” School choice is a catchall term for alternatives to public education, such as charter schools, school vouchers, and private education.

In his remarks, Vallas discussed his experience and spoke about school choice, which he said he has supported since 1995, and which he called “the civil rights issue for this generation.”

“You have to define it as that,” he continued. “Because I’ll tell you, the unions are relentless.”

He also accused Chicago Teachers Union leadership of using intimidation to control teachers. “They intimidate these teachers, they threaten these teachers,” he said. “They call them out, they follow them, and they beat them up on social media.”

Vallas added that he thinks the school-choice movement “has got to find natural allies” such as police unions and conservatives and build coalitions with them to “advance a pure school choice agenda.”

The July attack on UpRising Bakery and Cafe came after weeks of transphobic harassment of its owners by conservative and far-right groups. On July 13, Awake Illinois tweeted, “They’re coming for your kids, McHenry County” along with screenshots of the event details. Adcock told the Daily Herald on July 19 that the group was not planning a protest of the drag show. That same week, the group tweeted that they “blasted this perverted event on social media and leave it to McHenry citizens to be informed and empowered to respectfully share their opinions/disgust.”

In June, VICE reported that the Proud Boys, a far-right neofascist organization, also targeted the bakery. The group gained widespread notoriety after its leaders were charged with seditious conspiracy for their roles in the January 6, 2021, insurrection in the U.S. Capitol. Its members have attacked and disrupted Drag Queen Story Hour events around the country in recent months.

On Sunday, the Sun-Times reported that Collins, the man charged with attacking UpRising Bakery, was at the Capitol on January 6, and has been photographed wearing Proud Boys attire and posing with a prominent member of the group.

Hours after the bakery’s owners canceled the event, Awake Illinois tweeted that the attacker “needs to be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.” The organization did not respond to the Reader’s questions by press time.

In 2019, during his first run for mayor, Vallas described himself as a “strong advocate for LGBTQ+ issues” in a questionnaire provided by the American Civil Liberties Union. That same year, he committed to advocating for an LGBTQ+-inclusive curriculum in CPS in an interview with the Windy City Times.

In a statement emailed to the Reader, Vallas said that he would not have accepted Awake Illinois’s invitation had he known about its “hateful rhetoric,” adding that he will be “more vigilant” about vetting future invitations. “Hateful speech, especially that can lead to violence, is unacceptable and I have always condemned it in the strongest possible terms,” he said.

@Kelly_Garcia_
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On June 22, an attorney representing ShotSpotter, a gunshot-detection technology company, made the unusual request that a judge in a criminal case hold the company in contempt of court to prevent ShotSpotter from being compelled to release documents about how it assesses gunshot alerts.

The case stems from a car stop made by Chicago police in November 2021 that culminated in the driver being arrested for a DUI. Attorneys from the Cook County Public Defender Office, contending the police pulled the man over solely based on a ShotSpotter alert, subpoenaed the company as a third party to find out whether that was the case.

Court documents show that a ShotSpotter alert was recorded on November 7, 2021, near the intersection of Hamlin and Lake Street, on the west side of Garfield Park. At least eight Chicago cops responded to the alert, and two of the responding officers arrested the defendant a few blocks away as he drove down Central Park Avenue, which bisects the park.

ShotSpotter alerts are triggered when one of the system’s acoustic sensors identifies a gunshot, and they often bring police—but the sensors can also incorrectly pick up fireworks and other noises as gunshots. The company employs analysts who review certain alerts in real time and make judgments about what the sensors are actually hearing. Analysts can also reclassify alerts retroactively, days or weeks after a firework has been incorrectly logged as a gunshot, for example.

The defense’s request included ShotSpotter analysts’ qualifications and training materials; any instances in which the company’s analysts reclassified alerts or the Chicago police asked ShotSpotter to do so; and the methods analysts use to reclassify alerts. The defense also requested ShotSpotter produce any data on sensors misidentifying gunfire or the location of alerts, as well as data on gunfire ShotSpotter failed to identify.

Rather than comply, attorneys for the company asked the judge to hold their client in “friendly” contempt of court. A friendly contempt-of-court order is designed to allow ShotSpotter to effectively appeal the discovery order by appealing the contempt order.

“ShotSpotter is refusing to produce the documents needed to allow the court to decide whether it was reasonable of the police to pull over our client based solely on a ShotSpotter alert, a technology that has repeatedly been shown to be unreliable,” read a statement from the Cook County Defender Office. “Instead of standing by their service and welcoming an opportunity to have the quality of their technology subject to examination in open court, ShotSpotter is delaying a timely resolution of this case for our client.”

Matthew Crowl, an attorney representing ShotSpotter, did not respond to the Reader’s questions by press time.

The motion in this criminal case comes on the heels of an unrelated civil lawsuit filed against the city of Chicago last month by Northwestern University’s MacArthur Justice Center. That lawsuit accuses the Chicago Police Department of overreliance on a technology that the plaintiffs say rarely leads to evidence of gun crimes.

The lawsuit cites two cases—both unrelated to the one in which ShotSpotter was held in contempt—in which police made an arrest following the system’s gunshot alerts. In one case, a 65-year-old grandfather was held in Cook County Jail for nearly a year at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic before his case was dismissed due to insufficient evidence. In another, a 36-year-old man was locked up by cops responding to a ShotSpotter alert. The lawsuit seeks class-action status for anyone the police have stopped in Chicago because of a ShotSpotter alert. It also seeks to bar the city from using the technology.

The next hearing in the DUI case is scheduled for August 23.
**Conversation, creativity, and coping strategies**

Musician Mike Vinopal shares his perspective on mental health

Chicago musician Mike Vinopal is the bandleader, songwriter, and guitarist of upbeat Chicago funk ensemble Local Motive, the lead guitarist of moody rock band Badcandy, and a pet dad. A former special education teacher, and mental health advocate and speaker, his lived experiences with mental health challenges have inspired his fierce dedication to bettering himself and the world through music.

Alia Reichert, field marketing associate and wellness coordinator with Nature’s Grace and Wellness, recently Sparked the Conversation with Vinopal to get his perspective on music and mental health.

**Alia Reichert:** Where do you get your song ideas? Does your songwriting act as a kind of therapy for you?

**Mike Vinopal:** My song ideas come to me in a bunch of different, often unpredictable ways. Sometimes it’s a melody with no words that captures a certain feeling. Sometimes it’s a compelling collection of words I can’t shake, or the song comes as a guitar riff first, like it was waiting in the wood. And sometimes, when I’m not forcing it, a song will just come out all together—like my subconscious composed it—which always feels extremely satisfying. Songwriting allows me to express a range of emotions that words alone often cannot. Music has saved my life and continues to keep me healthy.

**Is cannabis part of your creative process? If so, how?**

Cannabis is a big part of my life, including my creative process. As an adult, I use cannabis to help manage the racing and overlapping thoughts that I often experience. It helps me to relax, which always helps my creativity flow. But most importantly, I think it helps keep me balanced. It’s also the kind of thing that when you share the experience of smoking cannabis with someone, it can deepen conversations—not the tropes you see in movies—and it can be a really beautiful experience to share a joint with other thoughtful people and just talk. Conversations like that can cause bursts of inspiration, which is another way cannabis helps my creative process.

In 2014, I received a diagnosis of Bipolar I disorder after being hospitalized for a manic episode. It was only after that I began to really reflect on cannabis’ role in my life. I’ve realized how much cannabis has and continues to support my personal mental health. Eventually, I began to feel more like myself again. I began writing loads of poetry and experimenting with other types of visual art. And eventually, songs began to flow again too.

Read the rest of this interview online at chicagoreader.com/vinopal

---

**POETRY CORNER**

An excerpt from “Southside”  
**By Ohana Bam**

Southside  
With all my people & they right outside  
Brought all my people & they right outside  

You see gang right here  
I don’t gotta watch my back  
They can’t hang round here  
They know where we at  
With all my people & they right outside  
You with ya people  
Gone & rep ya side  
Police think we deal  
Cooking up all this crack  
Yeah  
She know I’m from the Chi  
She know this ain’t Chiraq  
Yeah  
City that got my heart  
She know my soul attached  
Know we gotta stay on guard  
Can’t go out like that

Poem curated by femdot. Rapper femdot. has continued to grow in his hometown of Chicago. His most recent projects Not For Sale and 94 Camry Music led to partnerships with brands like Toyota, lululemon, and the Chicago Bears along with two nationwide tours with Tobi Lou and SABA. He also started the 501c3 non-profit org Delacreme Scholars, which supplied free grocery delivery services, toy and coat drives, and college scholarships throughout the city.

If you are looking for music with that belongs in stadiums, commercials, your next popular video game or television show, look no further than Southside Chicago’s very own Ohana Bam. With a catalog that transcends genre, Ohana Bam has created a lane for himself that blends rap, pop, dancehall, rock, soul and more. With a flash of live wire energy mixed with animated humor, Bam has arose as one of the most unique voices out of his city.

A biweekly series curated by the Chicago Reader and sponsored by the Poetry Foundation.
n Godzilla vs. Biollante (1989), a grieving scientist grafts rose cells to cells he’s salvaged from his dead human daughter. After the resulting human-rose is nearly destroyed, the scientist melds her with Godzilla cells he’s stolen from a lab. The result is a monster-sister forever fighting those from whence she came.

I remember the first time I saw Biollante onscreen, cocooned with my brothers in the dry air of our GMC van, idling somewhere in the winter dark. The van’s interior was a deep, velvety purple that blurred the boundaries between us and the night, giving the impression that I was in some ancient, warm, ever-expanding cave. Midway on the van’s ceiling was a shelf: on that shelf, a tiny TV/VCR combo. I was mesmerized and more than a little afraid.

In July, I was one of 4,000 attendees at the largest Godzilla convention in the world. G-FEST XXVII, announced our rectangular yellow badges, returning after a two-year hiatus that included a pandemic, a rebellion, an insurrection. Underneath that font, enough space to write in our names. Walking through the doors of the Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel in Rosemont, a suburb just outside Chicago, and stepping into a round glass elevator with half a dozen strangers, I felt the words I hadn’t spoken in over a decade bloom rapidly, uncannily, on my tongue. Toho Productions. Destroy All Monsters. Kaiju. Don Frye. Gojira.

Inside the elevator, a mother stood proudly next to her prepubescent son, each wearing T-shirts featuring the snubbed face of Godzilla in the 60s, when filmmakers began to portray him as the good guy in an effort to draw in kids. Rodan and Ultraman, two other kaijus (giant monsters from Japanese TV or film), peeked out from a crinkling plastic bag in the boy’s hand, sure booty from the convention’s hallowed Dealer’s Room. Two other passengers, themselves strangers until this moment, happily dished about the panels they wanted to see (“Godzilla vs. Hedorah: A Belated 50th Birthday” and “Godzilla and the Japanese National Spirit”). Through the elevator glass, I could see thousands of green pothos plants trailing the railings that crisscrossed the open-air design of the hotel. Together, we zoomed up.

It’s a powerful feeling, to come back to the salty, atomic waters that birthed you. I knocked on door 544. My dad opened it. He has brown hair that likes to puff up in humidity and gray-green eyes the color of a forest floor. We’re 21 years apart: “It’s cool,” he likes to say, “that we’re going to be old people together.” Behind him I spied the gigantic Godzilla head my dad won in a raffle in 2003 after attending G-FEST X. Meticulously sculpted from a three-foot-by-three-foot block of Styrofoam, it sat kingly in its own hotel chair, looking me over with a baleful, milky eye. My dad drove the Godzilla head, along with two of his sons, a six-pack of diet Mountain Dew, a quart of half-and-half, and a PS2, across one time zone and two state lines. My mom, who opted for a rare weekend alone instead of coming to the convention, floated in our inflatable pool.

I turned on my recorder and made everyone introduce themselves to me as a test run. “Hi,”
said my dad. “Larry Prout Sr., G-Fest veteran and enthusiast.”

“Hi, I’m Larry Prout Jr.,” my youngest brother said. “I’m a big G-Fest fan and native.” Larry loves cats and football, and has the best eyebrows of us all. “It’s gonna be awesome,” he said seriously. “I’m grateful to be here.”

John gamely leaned in. Built like a brick shithouse, he’s a Navy veteran and a charmingly huge nerd: while stationed in San Diego, he briefly got away to Comic-Con. “I’m John Prout, one of the other Prouts. Excited to be back after a two-year hiatus. Excited for the new hotel. It’s gonna be a good time. G-FEST.”

“I’m Mike Prout, I’m the brother of John and Larry.” Like everyone else, Mike wore a Godzilla T-shirt, his shaggy blonde hair held back by a rolled bandana. Tall, strong, and lean, he’s rarely without an energy drink in his hand. “I’m excited that G-Fest is finally back.”

Barb was peeking out from behind a door. Too private to be described in detail, I’ll only say that she’s tenderhearted; for her birthday this year, John surprised her with a trip to The Wizarding World of Harry Potter at Universal Orlando. I approached cautiously, holding my recorder in what I hoped was a benign and welcoming way. “I’m here for the antique stores.”

After stepping out on the patio to take a rip off his vape, Mike came in and nestled his video camera in his hand. As we rolled out, I

The Dealer’s Room houses dozens of vendors, hundreds of people, and thousands upon thousands of items of kaiju paraphernalia for G-Fans to buy, barter, and beg for in multiple languages. (Mark Capapas for Chicago Reader)

In the years since we’ve grown up, my brothers—all of whom are younger than me—and I have had days or years of strain, of relationships that, for me, have been sometimes characterized by hurt, anger, and longing as I realize the fundamental distance between us. Our politics and principles, the world as we understand it and our place and responsibility within it, contain jagged differences. And yet, so much else remains: jokes and songs, the incessant need to be together, even, or especially when, it might be a good idea to take some space. Group chats are forever dissolving and reappearing, depending on who is feuding with whom. We cycle in and out of sharing the same apartment, the same clothes, the same nest.

Perhaps because of all that, plus the mortal threats some of us regularly face—Larry with his spina bifida and 100-plus surgeries to keep him alive, our dad with a progressive liver disease that flared so bad last summer he nearly died—it’s no wonder that we share a compulsive need to document each other. Larry spent the weeks before G-Fest this year watching as many as the 36 Godzilla movies as he could, and along with that, videos of us from past conventions. It might’ve been his idea to film us all this weekend, but my dad happily obliged. The temptation is to try and recreate the familiar videos of the past, rather than open up to the uncertainty of the present.

The Dealer’s Room is the beginning and the end, Valhalla via the Maxwell Street of old Chicago. Inside this high-ceilinged ballroom are dozens of vendors, hundreds of people, and thousands upon thousands of items of kaiju paraphernalia for G-Fans to buy, barter, and beg for in multiple languages. There are figurines of every kaiju you could think of and some you couldn’t: tiny King Kongs, squat Mecha-King Ghidorahs with absurdly large heads, immaculately constructed models of Godzilla from every era that go for hundreds of dollars or more. There are carefully preserved monster board games from the 1970s, only lightly water stained; tables strained under the weight of hundreds of T-shirts; original watercolors of Mothra, Ultraman, and Gamera; laundry baskets full of copies of monster movies that went straight to VHS in the 1980s; neatly stacked piles of serious, self-published lore, and boutique comic books. One man, at his table, simply holds up a hand-drawn sign: AWESOME ELECTRONIC MUSIC. The layout has room for wheelchairs—when she saw Larry, the woman counting heads at the door nodded, unhooked a velvet red rope, and let us skip the line—but it’s a real crowd. Long-separated comrades heartily embrace, slap each other’s backs, and reminisce. New friendships are forged. And small shrines to the dead are everywhere, once you begin to look.

The Room officially, ceremoniously opened for the weekend at 10 AM Friday morning. By two, the hotel lobby ATM will run out of cash, forcing who knows how many collectors to trek to gas station ATMs, or call family members still on their way and ask them to bring a little extra. I imagine the temple Jesus famously loses his temper in looked a bit like this, but the Dealer’s Room at the heart of G-Fest is not defiled by trade. The trade is part of the holiness.

A white man with a goatee and long, graying hair sat busily sketching at a table near the entrance, artwork for sale before him. “Huh,” John said. “That’s Eggleton. Tell him I had one of his paintings over my bed as a kid.”

Bob Eggleton, Hugo Award-winning artist who sketches and paints horror, sci-fi, and all things Godzilla, traveled from Rhode Island to get here. Eggleton started coming to G-Fest in the 90s. Like quite literally every one of the two dozen G-Fans I interviewed over the weekend, Eggleton’s interest in Godzilla has an origin story. In 1966, his mother gave him a Godzilla board game. “From then on, it was kind of a love affair.” In 2002, Eggleton was even a running extra in Godzilla Against Mechagodzilla, two seconds of glory caught forever on film.

At the next booth, a cheerful white couple
from Missouri named Eric and Amy were busy selling Godzilla and related Japanese monster toys, books, records, and ashtrays to their discerning buyers: mainly vintage, mainly from the 1960s and ’70s. “I grew up watching Godzilla as a kid. He’s always been like my hero,” Eric told me. The 54-year-old has attended G-FEST since 1995, and has been collecting items since he was a teenager. His favorite? A 24-inch-tall plastic Godzilla produced in the 1970s called a Popy Jumbosaurus Godzilla.

“Luckily, I found someone who is mentally insane and likes this stuff as much as I do,” he said. “It’s the only reason she’s still here with me.”

“That’s not true!” Amy said. “Other people have pictures of houses and barns and beautiful landscapes,” she explained to me. “We have Gojira.”

The vibe of G-Fest is almost universally PG. A middle-aged Black man wore a T-shirt that said “World’s Greatest Dad,” with a picture of Godzilla and Godzillla’s treachy son Minilla underneath. A white man in his early 30s stopped to study some comic books, wearing a tracksuit and all of his IDs from previous G-Fests. Someone else wore a sweatshirt that zipped up to the hood, replacing their face with that of Godzilla’s. Down their back, a cotton representation of Godzilla’s famous spine gently waved as they walked. A white woman in head-to-toe Harley Davidson; another, gently waved as they walked. A white woman wearing a kimono swirling with Prémiere. Now she too belonged to a brotherhood.

For two hours, G-Fans walked, stomped, and crawled in a costume parade.

“Hey, these were actual people, things, events that happened,” and just wove this alternate history. And they ate it up.”

Today, he drove in from Mount Prospect, his third year as a seller, but he originally attended G-Fest as a fan. He spoke elliptically about what he called the politics of the last few years, and the parallels he saw in the movies and cartoons of his youth. “When did life start imitating satire?” he said and laughed.

I waded through the crowd and found my family near the exit. As we talked, Larry suddenly hollered. “He found one! Oh my gosh!” In Mike’s hand was a challenge coin. Godzilla’s face snarled on the front; on the back, his silhouette seemed to lurk into a silver abyss.

Challenge coins are commemorative coins traditionally given out in the military to members as rewards or to build morale. At a port bar, if one member slaps their challenge coin down at the table, everyone else follows suit: whoever doesn’t have a coin buys that round. John has one from his time in the Navy; Steve, our other brother who skipped this G-Fest to spend time with his wife and new baby, was given one by his trade union. Mike was bringing this coin, minted for the 50th anniversary of Godzilla (1954) back to our mother as a surprise. Now she too belonged to a brotherhood.

The hotel’s basement floor was humid and smelled like french fries. Mothers, dressed in matching Mothra T-shirts with their daughters, rested on benches as their youngest kids lightly napped. I stood there, awash in people, and listened to a goat- teed man with a leashed pet pig explain that pet pigs don’t master bladder control until six months old.

Two hallways led off the chamber. Down one, G-Fans could display their homemade art, attend a how-to session on constructing intricate models, or demo board games like GigaBash (“an arena style Kaiju Brawler for up to four players!”). The Mecha-Godzilla Arcade, a warm and windowless room, contained a half-dozen monster pinball machines, including a Godzilla one built from scratch, and rows of desktop computers on which G-Fans of all ages played Godzilla video games two to 20 years old. At the volunteer table, a volunteer dressed as an off-brand Fabio—box dyed-blonde ringlets, open leather vest, spray tan—helped Larry sign up to play in the Godzilla: Destroy All Monsters Melee tournament, then winked at me.

Down the second hallway, you could get a massage (“Feeling a little tense?” asked the program. “Go for a monster massage. Expert attention at reasonable rates.”) or take your child to the playroom Minya’s Place. We met Preston Pollard, an outgoing, 23-year-old white Texan, near the quiet room, “which is really nice,” he explained, “because a lot of people here have special needs, like me.”

Preston wore a Godzilla ball cap on his head, his name scrawled on it in Japanese. In his hand was a Godzilla figurine he purchased in the Dealer’s Room, a miniature of the creature featured on a ride at Universal Studios, Japan. He’d driven here, with his mom and brother, for the fifth time. “G-Fest is pretty much a family reunion to meet up with people who are exactly like me,” he said cheerfully. “I can be myself and not feel like a freak. Where I’m from, people are like, ‘Who are you talking about?’”

When he was seven, Preston was watching an episode of VeggieTales when one of the characters made a Godzilla joke. “So I asked my grandfather, ‘What’s Godzilla?’ He gets excited.” Later that night, Godzilla (1999) was on cable. A movie so universally loathed by G-Fans that, in a passing joke, Preston didn’t even need to name it ("You can literally do no wrong with [Godzilla]. Except that one time, but we don’t talk about it.") it still served as a portal to profound meaning and connection.
As he said it, that was the night Preston fell in love.

“He’s this giant, misunderstood creature who, in one movie, could be the villain; in one movie, he could be the hero. . . . There’s this tragedy to this character,” Preston continued:

“We have this animal that was bombed by nuclear weapons and became this monstrosity. He takes his vengeance out on humans for having created him, but yet he would become the hero and fight off other, more evil monsters. And yet, Godzilla still has this shaky relationship with humanity. So I guess some people with special needs kind of relate to that sense of wanting to be away from people, but also want to be with people.”

Hence, among other reasons, the quiet room.

During their two years apart, Preston kept up with his G-Fest community via YouTube, Discord, and other forums. “Oh, it’s been very nice, getting to see everyone again,” he said. “It feels very nostalgic.” A cosplayer who’d been missing his favorite stage, Preston came this weekend ready for the costume parade. He would be Controller X, the Xilien bad guy from Godzilla: Final Wars (2004). “The guy in the trench coat and red visor. The one who yells,”—Preston widened his posture, spread his hands, titled his face to the heavens—“GIGAN!”

“I’ve loved Godzilla since I was five years old,” said Walter Ross, a middle-aged Black man from Shreveport, Louisiana. It was evening now, with many G-Fans catching dinner before deciding between “Radioactive Karaoke” or a late-night showing of Godzilla vs. Kong (2021). I took a walk through the bar, then walked along a series of chairs on my way back to the elevator. Walter sat alone in one, reading through the program.

When he was younger, Walter took a look at his older brother’s copy of the magazine Famous Monsters of Filmland. That issue, Godzilla and Rodan happened to be on the cover. Later that very night, Godzilla vs. Megalon (1973) was on TV; together, they watched it in his brother’s room. “It’s stuck in my mind, in my heart,” he said. “That just changed me forever.”

Before he attended his first G-Fest, Walter said he was incredibly nervous. “It was just the fact that I’m involved with people that A) I don’t know and B) I’m gonna stand out like a sore thumb. Even though I love Godzilla, it’s like, well, am I gonna really be—not so much welcomed with open arms—but will I actually feel like I belong here?” To his surprise, G-Fans made him feel not only welcome, but wanted. “They do not look over newcomers. No, [they] say, ‘Hey, you’re one of us. You like Godzilla? We will give you a hug.'” Over the years, Walter’s grown comfortable arriving at G-Fest on his own, alone but really not. These days, he’s woven into the community tapestry, such a reliable thread that strangers greet him by name. “They say, ‘Wait a minute, you’re Walter, we know you!’ It humbles me, you know?”

When I asked him what it is that he finds so compelling about Godzilla, Walter took a beat before sharing that he grew up without a father. “And we won’t go into that detail,” he continued. “But Godzilla helps individuals like myself realize, ‘OK you may not have a father, but at least you have something that you can look over as a father-figure motif, somebody who doesn’t take no guff. He’ll fight his own battles. He’s someone who is going to stand up for what he needs. He doesn’t have to back down in a corner.”

After saying goodbye to Walter, I met up with my family upstairs. Within 15 minutes, John and I were in a shouting match that ended only when Mike tiredly asked if we were going to check out Radioactive Karaoke or what. While John and Barb stayed behind, I followed him down the glass elevator and into an immense ballroom, where around a hundred G-Fans watched a 34-year-old Mothra sing “Love is a Battlefield” under uncomfortably bright lights. Out loud, Mike wondered if she had a boyfriend. Having interviewed her a few hours before, I knew she had gotten into Godzilla because of a New Year’s resolution she’d made as a joke; the joke became sincere and changed her life. Now, she’d driven in from North Carolina with her brother, who wasn’t a G-Fan but who nevertheless gave her his full support. “She’s here with a brother who respects her,” I whispered furiously into my recorder while the song went on, careless of who saw me cussing into my hands. “Must be fuckin’ nice.”

At 4 PM on Saturday, an hour before closing for the night, the Dealer’s Room was much less crowded than before. At the G-Fans Helping G-Fans table hung “in memoriam” posters, dedicated to Godzilla actors, directors, and fans who had died since the last convention. Behind the table, a small woman with long black hair, red lipstick, and a bright-blue shirt kindly explained to the G-Fans who approached her too late, clutching their tickets, that the raffle had already been called.
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But did they sign up for the silent auction? she asked. There was still time. How was the Arcade Room? Did they play in the video game tournament? How’d it go? She was very good at being empathetic without being patronizing.

The front of her shirt was a screenshot of a beaming boy’s face—glasses, bright full cheeks—wearing a Pokémon ballcap. I’d seen a few other G-Fans wearing it, too.

Mary Jane Lee is a Chinese American G-Fest fan, volunteer, and longtime community member. For the last seven or eight years, she and her son, Nicholas, drove to G-Fest from Downers Grove. Growing up in the Chicago area, Mary Jane used to watch old monster movies on Channel WFLD TV-32. She loved Godzilla, but she really adored Mothra, a glistening, powdery giant moth with blue eyes and gorgeous black, red, and yellow wings who first appeared in her own feature film of the same name (1961). Of the kaiju, Mothra is the most benevolent, the most consistently heroic. She’s also, unlike many other monsters, female.

As a child, Mary Jane loved that Mothra was beautiful, strong, and good. As an adult, her relationship to this kaiju deepened. When I asked her to explain, she mentioned Godzilla: King of the Monsters (2019). In the film, Mothra sacrifices herself to help save Godzilla.

“I didn’t see those connections when I was younger. But then, as a mother myself, when you know that you would do anything for your child, then I’m bawling, instead of being just wowed by the fantasy.”

After hearing her repeatedly name “inclusivity” as one of G-Fests best qualities, I asked Mary Jane to elaborate. “My son Nicholas—that I’m just talking about so much—is this boy,” she said and pointed at her shirt. “Nicholas, Godzillaguy54, that’s his YouTube channel. He’s a stop-motion creator. I would help him with the filming and stuff like that. He just passed away—”

A hul!, a huff of sound, escaped her involuntarily—“just three days after high school graduation, unexpectedly.”

Nicholas was born with Morquio Syndrome, an extremely rare genetic disorder that progressively impacts spine, bone, and organ development. When he was born, Nicholas was “an average baby,” Mary Jane said, but as he grew, his body began to change, and his health deteriorated. Still, she said, her only child lived every day like it was his best day—not because it’s the comforting thing to say about disabled children who may live short lives, and not because she worked to keep the fear of his prognosis out of their home, but, she said, because he was just like that: warm, bighearted, and curious about the world.

In life, Nicholas made the kind of fan movies teen kaiju lovers so praise. He loved to study lore on Monsterpedia. Once, during a sudden, unexpected hospitalization, Mary Jane asked him what he was looking at on his phone so intently. “He was studying,” she said now, “his Monsterverse!” He loved Godzilla for his great battles, but, said Mary Jane, he really cared about a movie monster’s motivation. He loved plot. “His favorite characters were like Godzilla or King Kong. He would say they were misunderstood. He knew that they needed support, so he would root for the underdog in every movie.”

The first G-Fest they attended, Nicholas and Mary Jane closely bonded with the volunteer staff. From then on, Nicholas was a G-Fest VIP. Every G-Fest activity was (and remains) accessible to G-Fans who use wheelchairs. One year, Nicholas was desperate to enter the Saturday night Costume Parade, a G-Fest tradition and cosplayer’s delight. Film and costume makers (and G-Fest staples) Dojo Studios designed a costume for Nicholas that would work with his wheelchair, rather than against it. That night, Nicholas was transformed into Tank M.O.G.U.E.R.A., a cyber kaiju shaped a little like a rocket. Regardless of who pushed his chair, it looked like Nicholas was driving.

Their G-Fest friends were at Nicholas’s celebration of life. Afterward, one made sure that Mary Jane knew she was wanted at G-Fest XXVII. The hotel room originally meant for two could still be hers. And if she came, he promised to put her right to work. “That just really struck a chord with me,” Mary Jane said to me. “I can do that! I’ll have a role. I’ll have a purpose.”

Normally, in times of great transition or great stress, Mary Jane said she vanishes, pulls in and away. But their friend kept gently checking in to see if she had the convention on her calendar. “He helped me not retreat,” she told me. She decided she had to be there, because she wasn’t the only one who missed Nicholas. At G-Fest, the community could talk about him as they liked, grieving and healing together.

When I went home, I told myself I’d watch one of Nicholas’s videos. Mary Jane even sent me one to start with. One week became two. It wasn’t until I was home, visiting my family again, writing upstairs in Larry’s bedroom while he played with our niece below, safe in the knowledge that he was still living, that I was able to watch. I hit play on “Godzilla War on Monster Island,” and settled in.

Through so much of G-FEST weekend, I was suspended from the world outside the hotel, avoiding news about the next presidential election or a morphing pandemic, burning forests and mass death by bullet. I wanted it that way. I wanted to pretend that the good times my siblings and I had at G-Fest were common, would always last. I was afraid to view his movie, I think, because the idea of watching a stop-motion Godzilla film created by a disabled boy who was now dead would make me far too sad. I was wrong. “Godzilla War on Monster Island” connected me to the artistry, humor, and dept eye of a boy who knew how to live. It rips. You should see it.

The costume parade Saturday night began with a memorial and ended in applause. Over a thousand G-Fans crowded into the ballroom until they lined the walls and sat on laps. After a short, tearful tribute to the actor Akira Takarada, followed by a moment of silence, was the G-Fan Hall of Fame ceremony. Then: “Please leave the aisle clear,” the MC announced, “so our contestants have a way to walk.”

You could call it walking, or you could call it stomping or crawling, swimming or flying.

For two hours, over 40 G-Fans paraded, ages single digits to 70s, veterans and first-timers, from every coast in the country and a few coasts that aren’t. Tomorrow, a winner would be announced, but tonight, the applause was theirs.

A Godzilla in a green onesie too short to reach the mike: the MC had to bring it down to him to roar. When three sisters from New Jersey—one dressed as Mothra, two dressed as the Elias, her tiny fairy priestesses—sang Mothra’s song, the thousand went silent.

When another Godzilla stomped and snarled his way across the stage, only to be tackled out of nowhere by a lumpy King Kong, they leapt out of their seats with their fists in the air, shouting as the two tussled. Preston was there, serious-faced, committed to every step as Controller X, halting dramatically in the middle of his walk to give the Gigan speech. So was Ninsai, gender-bending in silver, her hair spiked as she put her own strut to Controller X’s character. More Godzillas, multiple Mothras, whole families as different beloved side kaiju from the 70s, 90s, now, and a handful of Biollantes, hideous and powerful in their full monstrous bloom. Every character got their applause, every monster their opportunity to roar. One G-Fan, dressed in costume, made his way deliberately, with intention, and leaned into the mike. Here was his chance. He took it.

“Up from the depths,” he began, his voice alone at first, then joined by dozens, hundreds, a thousand others, including me, “30 stories high.”

Breathing fire! HIS HEAD IN THE SKY! GODZILLA! GODZILLA! GODZILLA!

I want to graft memories to memories, an effort to keep those earliest bonds with my siblings alive. And yet, to do that is to overlook the present, alive and roaring all around me. A new memory now, and unexpected. After a few songs, Mike and I left karaoke, but when the elevator door opened, John and Barb were inside. Together, we headed back to the ballroom. On the escalator, John abruptly put his arm around me. I’m sorry, he began. His apology was so specific and sincere that it startled me into offering him one, too. Later, a whiskey deep and cheering from the audience, I have a thought. Like Godzilla, my idea is neither good nor bad, but chaotic, instinctive.

“Have you ever done karaoke before?” I asked John.

“Nah,” he said.

“Will you do it with me?”

Nearly three hours passed before the MC called our names. We spent them drinking, whooping, catching up. Some of the songs were Godzilla or monster-adjacent, some were not. Someone’s pubescent kid went up and sang “Bohemian Rhapsody” with their whole pure heart. “Like a G-Fest, like a G-Fest,” sang a middle-aged man with spiky hair triumphantly. “Now I’m feeling so fly, like a G-Fest.”

The crowd lost their minds.

Occasionally, John left the ballroom with his phone pressed to his ear: I found him in the quiet hall, listening carefully to the song we selected, after much discussion, from a Halloween playlist we made years ago. Back in his chair, he jigged his leg the way he’s always done whenever he’s nervous or excited. By the time we go up, it’s midnight. Perhaps 15 people are still watching. We’re the last G-Fans to perform. We scream-sing with all we’ve got. Together, we close out the night.

@katie_prout
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Wolfgang Amadeus Aleksandr “Aleks” Fia has a lot of baggage. The protagonist of Joe Meno’s new novel Book of Extraordinary Tragedies has that name, after all—which also serves as a clue about what burdens the young man.

Born into a perfectionist but impoverished Bosnian/Croat/Polish family in Evergreen Park on the border with Chicago’s south side, Aleks is a 20-year-old musician who’s abandoned his studies to help take care of his niece. He also works a succession of menial jobs, and is slowly going deaf.

Everyone else in Aleks’s family also faces long odds. His sister, Isobel, a child prodigy in music and math, works as a bank teller, hooks up with a succession of losers, abuses whatever drug is handy, and is diagnosed with cancer. His mother is bedbound and mostly lives out her life behind a door. The neighborhood in which Aleks has a succession of affairs is baffled by their intense passions. When Aleks starts dating a beautiful UIC student and shares his favorite orchestral music with her, she comments, “It’s like all this music for rich, sad white people played by poorer, sad white people.” He’s upset by her reaction but can’t find a way to make her feel what he feels and they wind up drifting apart.

Aleks’s travails are engaging in no small part because of Meno’s sure grasp of Chicago geography and the city’s topographic, economic, racial, and ethnic particularities. It’s a rich and underexplored terrain in both literature and pop culture. This is not the Chicago of Ferris Bueller, the Blues Brothers, or Al Capone, but the patchwork, maddeningly contradictory city longtime residents know and grudgingly adore. The neighborhood in which Aleks has memorized every broken piece of sidewalk is far away from the lakefront or any other aspect the city offers up to outsiders and tourists. When he finds himself downtown, he’s tentative and feels underequipped and poorly dressed, as too many lifelong Chicagoleans do.

As Aleks scrambles from dead-end job to dead-end job, even the mindless factory work he tries to avoid dries up. More and more of the storefronts he passes on his bike rides are boarded up. It’s as if the neighborhood is becoming as hopeless as Aleks’s sister, brother, and mother. But despite the long odds stacked against his characters, Meno keeps their story buoyant when it could have been a maudlin litany of misery and complaint. These people have hope and keep trying. They’re hopelessly optimistic in their own twisted way.

This book continues a through line that’s clear all the way back to Meno’s celebrated 2004 novel, Hairstyles of the Damned. An overly sensitive young person uses music to both make sense of and escape intractable familial and societal problems with very mixed results. The change of genre from punk in Hairstyles to classical in this new novel is an effective way for Meno to explore ties to, and schisms from, European ancestors who continue to exert undue influence from beyond the grave. What this story gets so right is how so many of us live in the past and the present all at once.

Before passing away, Aleks’s grandfather gives him a pile of notebooks filled with musical notations—his own brother’s attempt to tell their family history, encoded in compositional language. Adapting his dead relative’s work, shows Aleks a way out. “As I ride it’s like the entire block is a symphony, the entire neighborhood, the south side, the city, all the instruments ringing out, everything—even the street signs—having something to say.”
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Fast times at North Shore Magnet High

Adam Langer’s new novel revisits adolescent suburbia of the 80s.

By Jack Helbig

Journalist, playwright, screenwriter, theater critic, arts editor, and novelist Adam Langer was born in Chicago, grew up in West Rogers Park, went to school in Evanston, and spent the early part of his career here writing and editing for various Chicago publications, including the Reader, Inside Chicago, Book Magazine, and the alternative music magazine Subnation. (He also served as artistic director for Shattered Globe Theatre for a few years in the early 90s.) But he didn’t begin to write novels about Chicago until he moved to NYC in 2000 to do a journalism fellowship at Columbia University.

“When you’re writing about the past of a city, as I have been to some extent,” Langer tells me, “it’s probably hard to do that right when you’re in the midst of it because you keep on getting your past mixed up with your present, whereas if you leave, it’s a little more frozen in time.”

Langer has had seven novels published, three of them set in Chicago, since he moved away. His first novel, 2004’s Crossing California, is set in the world of Langer’s adolescence—Chicago in the late 70s and early 80s. It chronicles the lives of a handful of teens and their parents in a world where expectations, social status, and life experience depends on whether you live east or west of California.

“West of California were the parks and single-family homes,” Langer writes in Crossing California, “the houses with evergreen bushes, maple trees, and underground sprinklers out front . . . East of California . . . the red brick apartment buildings and smoke grey bungalows soaked up the sun, and the streets seemed just a bit narrower. East of California, there was precious little greenery or open space.”

Langer’s latest, Cyclorama, returns to the world of dysfunctional adults and disaffected youth he chronicled in Crossing California and the 2005 follow-up novel, The Washington Story. Divided in two parts—the first half set in 1982, the second half in the months before and after the election of Donald Trump—Cyclorama concerns the loves and likes of a handful of characters involved in one way or another with a stage adaption of Anne Frank’s The Diary of a Young Girl being performed at the fictional North Shore Magnet High School, an alternative school located in Evanston, Illinois.

Why set the novel at a fictional high school in Evanston, and not at Langer’s own real high school, Evanston Township High School?

“I knew the territory so well,” Langer tells me, “that there was going to be this constant kind of cognitive dissonance of what’s real and what’s not. And I wanted to also kind of emphasize the universality of it to create this alternative school, which drew not only from Evanston, but also from Lincolnwood and the suburbs all around the North Shore because it was important to me to try and have this kind of fictional world so that the reality of it didn’t intrude too much. And I could kind of take the time to not be worried so much about what’s real and what’s not, and just kind of rely on telling the story. So I looked at the map, I was like, ‘OK, where would there be another high school? What would it be like?’”

And why worry about readers wondering about what’s real and what’s not? Because one of the major characters in the book is a charismatic theater teacher who routinely crosses boundaries with his student actors—both mentally and physically. He pushes his actors to deliver strong performances. But he also does things that definitely cross lines, and lead to him being accused of assault. And his story parallels, to some extent, the case of one of the actual theater teachers at ETHS: Bruce Siewerth.

After his retirement from ETHS, Siewerth was accused by several former students of sexual abuse. Lawsuits were filed in 2017, and, as reported in a WTTW news story, the Evanston police investigated “35 separate allegations of sexual misconduct,” and turned the
material over to the Cook County state’s attorney. The state’s attorney ultimately declined to file criminal charges because the statute of limitations had passed on the alleged crimes. Nevertheless, in 2019, the Evanston Township High School District 202 Board of Education approved a $100,000 settlement with four of Siewerth’s former students over allegations of sexual abuse.

When asked about this, Langer emphasizes his novel is fiction, not a memoir. “First of all,” Langer explains, “I did not study with [Siewerth]. Obviously I know the case against Bruce Siewerth. I was in a couple of shows he directed both as a kid and in high school. But I think what’s important to me is how widespread these sorts of stories were—and are—and to kind of focus it on one particular individual sort of misses the overall point and the overall theme. In an earlier draft of the novel, I had the word ‘Trump’ in it a lot, and I kind of pulled back from it, because to focus a lot of anger and energy towards one particular individual means you’re kind of missing the overall picture.

“I mean, obviously, if I were writing a memoir or if I were writing a piece of journalism, I would have a lot to say on that subject from what I experienced myself, what I saw firsthand, what happened to me, what happened to friends of mine. But it was important to me not to do that, to write a novel, to write something that’s fiction that uses this phenomenon that I set in the 80s, but I’m sure it could be set in the 70s or 60s or 90s.”

And it is true it would be a misreading of the novel to say it is just about a toxic teacher, who may or may not resemble someone from life. The book is about an ensemble of wounded and wounded people, entangled in the toxic, sexist, homophobic, hypersexualized world of teens in the early 80s. And about the ways that the trauma and abuse of that era continue to reverberate through our world today.

“One of my interests in writing this,” Langer adds, “was my first couple of novels, *Crossing California* and *Washington Story*, were very much novels about particular times in the past. And this novel, I feel, even though half of it is set in 1982, is very much a novel about the present moment and how we got there. Because when #MeToo started happening, when Donald Trump was elected president, we were seeing stories about, God knows, Harvey Weinstein, Jeffrey Epstein, Donald Trump, et cetera—and Brett Kavanaugh.”

Case in point: there is an assault at a wild high school party that echoes the accusations made against Kavanaugh at the time of his Supreme Court confirmation hearings (which were going on while Langer was working on the novel). But again, as Langer repeats, the novel is not just about someone who may have behaved the way Kavanaugh is accused of having behaved in high school in the early 80s.

He recalls that at the time of the Kavanaugh hearings “a lot of the people I grew up with… started sharing stories. Like people were looking at Brett Kavanaugh like this was some kind of anomaly. [But] I remember sitting in a bar in LA with a few friends talking about Kavanaugh and what he was alleged to have done, and we came up with a list of 12, 15—” Langer cuts himself off, and begins again, “It was like we just started listing things that we remembered that were almost carbon copies of [what was alleged to have happened with Kavanaugh].”

One of the dangers, Langer admits, in writing a book about a toxic high school culture, and various ways teens physically and mentally violate each other—and are violated—is when you focus too much on one particular individual, one particular moment, whether it’s Kavanaugh, whether it’s Trump, you kind of lose sight of what is represented, how many other stories aren’t [being] told.”

By pointing a finger at a few individuals and blaming them, everyone else gets off the hook. Worse still, this blame game leaves plenty of victims unnoticed, unrecognized, and voiceless.

“A few stories get told,” Langer reminds me, “but hundreds more have happened. So my book was kind of an attempt to think, yeah, this moment we’re in, it didn’t come from nowhere. There were signs of this before. There were stories that echoed this before. If you look at some of the stories that we lived through in the early 80s, it’s all utterly predictable and utterly familiar and chilling in a way.”

The book is not a roman à clef. Langer is not stealing a page from Jack Kerouac or Thomas Wolfe and retelling actual stories from his life with the names changed to protect the not-always-innocent.

“It’s funny,” Langer adds, “because when you talk to people from Evanston about this novel, they’re like, ‘Oh, are you writing about this particular individual?’ And you’re like, ‘Well, no, not really.’ But when you talk about it to people who are from different parts of the country, they say, ‘Oh, this reminds me of this thing that happened when I was a kid,’ be it in Saint Louis, be it in Duluth, be it anywhere.”

For all of the darkness in the book, there is a quality in the book that reminds one of John Hughes’s movies. Perhaps it is *Cyclorama’s* setting—the protected bubble world of mostly white, mostly middle-class and upper-middle-class kids, and their adult counterparts, which is also very much the world of *Sixteen Candles, Pretty in Pink*, and *The Breakfast Club*.

“Well, the funny thing about growing up as I did in Chicago,” Langer explains, “in the late 70s and having gone to high school in Evanston our lives were taking place with the backdrop of actual John Hughes movies being filmed where we were. So there were those of us growing up in that period who were into theater who had friends who would just randomly—well, not even randomly—would show up in John Hughes’s movies. But John Hughes obviously captured something. There’s a reason why his movies were as popular as they were, but that didn’t really reflect what we thought was our reality growing up during that time.”

Langer pauses a moment and then adds, “There [are] a lot of creepy undercurrents in those films that kind of get laughed off as throwaway jokes, whether it’s sexual misbehavior, whether there’s a big racist component of the movies.” (Molly Ringwald commented on this in an article in the *New Yorker* in 2018.)

“The reality is there was some really dark stuff going on back then,” Langer continues, “that I think we were able to cope with as kids through humor. We joked about these things that were happening before our eyes. But when you have a little bit of perspective, as I do now, writing about 1982, you look back and say, ‘Wow, what was really going on there?’”

Then Langer quips that the world he describes could seem more like a Harmony Korine film.

So is there a message Langer wants the readers to get from his book?

“I am always kind of leery of writers who say they want the reader to come away with this particular idea or message, because if you do a good enough job of creating a world in three-dimensional characters, you may think you have a specific message. [But] someone may read it and come up with a totally different point of view, and that’s to the good. I think I try not to slant the novel one way or the other. I want the characters to follow trajectories of their own and have the reader come to their own conclusions.”

@JackHelbig
recently got a tattoo of these opening lines from Frank O’Hara’s 1964 poem “Ave Maria”: “Mothers of America / let your kids go to the movies!”

A metaphorical approximation of a cinephile’s clarion call, to be sure, but one to which I still can’t help imagine today’s parents replying, “In this economy? I think not.”

It’s not so much that the price of admission has risen drastically in recent years; per one source the average cost of a movie ticket in the U.S. has increased from $9.11 in 2018 to $9.17 in 2020, 2021, and 2022. Rather, with rising inflation and the threat of a recession, people are having to be especially prudent with their woefully minor ducats. (You can thank a recent screening of Clueless at the Rooftop Cinema Club for that reference; but with tickets starting at $19.75 for lounge seats at the novel moviegoing experience, it came at a cost.)

There are options to alleviate this burden, ranging from yearly memberships at independent theaters, which typically come with a per-ticket discount and other localized benefits, to robust monthly programs with major chains like AMC Stubs A-List and Regal Unlimited, offering any number of movies for one low price.

But with plans like the latter come that which plagues the modern moviogeoer: the paradox of choice, of having so many options from which to choose that it becomes more difficult to do so. This makes programs like AMC’s and Regal’s a double-edged sword, leaving something to be desired for a cinephile—especially one who might not frequently see what they’re interested in on the multiplex marquee—looking to make the most of their money and time.

As Rebecca Fons, director of programming at the Gene Siskel Film Center, remarked in an email about the fabled days of MoviePass past (when, for one low price per month, audiences could see as many movies as they wanted, which they did with such gusto that it eventually went out of business), she was baffled by a patron at one of the previous venues where she worked who had the service and “walked out of movies as much as he walked into them.”

“I think that ‘too much of a muchness’ (as my mom says) meant there was an undervaluing of individual films and a lot of noise,” she says.

Enter MUBI GO, a new offering from the streaming service, film distributor, and editorial publisher MUBI. (Full disclosure that I sometimes write for MUBI’s Notebook, but before that was a longtime subscriber to the streaming platform.)

Each week MUBI GO features a new film, and users can redeem a ticket for that movie at participating theaters on the MUBI GO app (separate from the regular MUBI app). It’s somewhat similar to their streaming service, on which a new film is released every day. Past MUBI GO selections include such lauded 2021 films as The Power of the Dog and Drive My Car, as well as recent standouts like Cha Cha Real Smooth, Neptune Frost, and the Music Box Films release Lost Illusions.

After several years of success in the UK, MUBI GO came stateside last October, when it started in New York City and soon rolled out to Los Angeles and, on Friday, July 26, became available in Chicago, at the Gene Siskel Film Center and the Music Box Theatre.

Chicago native C. Mason Wells, the director of distribution for MUBI’s U.S. market, previously worked in exhibition himself (at the Quad Cinema in New York City), and was pitched on the service before he went to work for MUBI.

“My name was impressed at how sustainable the model seemed, on a financial [and] logistical level, and how aggressively curated it was,” he says. “I liked that the idea behind it was that, we’re not just sending people to go to any movie, we’re picking something for them, which is at the heart of what MUBI does. It’s curatorial, always, and it hearkens back to a staff-pick section at a video store.”

The first film for which MUBI GO was available in Chicago was Jono McLeod’s 2022 quasi-documentary My Old School, which opened at the Film Center last Friday. A caveat with the service is that participating theaters (such as, in this case, the Music Box, who did not open McLeod’s film) are not guaranteed to have that week’s selection, though once that film becomes available at a theater, users will have from that Friday through the following Thursday to redeem their tickets.

For example, Clio Barnard’s 2021 romance Ali & Ava opens at the Film Center on Friday, August 5. Tickets can be redeemed for this using the MUBI GO app, even if another film has taken its place as the main MUBI GO pick. Optimally, subscribers can see up to four movies per month with the service.

To utilize this functionality at the Film Center, MUBI GO users will select the film on the app and then redeem it for a physical ticket at the box office; at the Music Box, tickets will be redeemed straight from the service’s app.

Though Music Box hasn’t programmed any of the films that coincide with the first weeks of MUBI GO being available in Chicago, theater staff are confident in the partnership. MUBI has sponsored several of the theater’s bigger series these past few years, including the recent 70mm Film Festival and David Lynch: A Complete Retrospective—The Return.

No one I spoke with at either theater expressed concerns over this program affecting ticket sales (in large part, I’d imagine, because MUBI fully reimburses them monthly for every ticket redeemed via the app) or their respective membership programs.

Keeping in mind the business model, MUBI’s already strong relationship with the Music Box, and both theaters’ own interest in curat-
**NOW PLAYING**

**Anonymous Club**

How much sharing is too much? Do you deserve to feel sad or confused when on the surface everything is going great? If you’re Courtney Barnett, one of the most talented and sensitive songwriters to hit the music scene in the past decade, these are the kind of questions that will keep you up at night.

Filmmaker Danny Cohen gave Barnett a Dictaphone and asked her to talk into it as she traversed the world on tours over three years, in support of her celebrated second album in 2018, and onward. There’s plenty of concert footage, as one would expect from any self-respecting music doc, but what makes up the vast majority of this intimate and affectionate portrait of a young creative person wrestling with success and with herself is a series of set pieces in hotel rooms and rented houses. Narrated asynchronously by Barnett’s taped recordings, these scenes form a kind of audiovisual diary in which the places she stays—none a permanent residence—illustrate her quest to find some kind of peace while continuing to grow creatively.

In an era when the most minor celebrity tells a lot more about themselves than anyone needs to know, it’s refreshing to hear a true artist doubt her right to complain about anything and be so reticent to reveal much of her private life. Barnett shares her innermost thoughts in her songs as precisely and humorously as anyone who’s reached her level of fame. What this quiet little movie does is let us hang on the couch with her for a bit before and after she hits the stage. Feels just right. –Dmitry Samarov 83 min. Special screening August 17 at the Music Box Theatre, post-film Q&A with Courtney Barnett

**Vengeance**

Here’s a bit of local amusement park trivia that surfaces during Vengeance, director/writer/star B.J. Novak’s (mostly) Texas-set, unclassifiable drama/comedy/thriller/murder mystery/philosophical rumination.

The Six Flags amusement park franchise takes its name from the six nations that have claimed Texas: France, Spain, Mexico, the Republic of Texas, U.S., and Dixie. Who knew the Gurnee home of the world’s oldest wooden roller coaster has a shout-out to secessionism in its very name? Or so we’re told in Novak’s directorial debut.

Vengeance continually upends expectations, sometimes with a pistol shot, sometimes with a quiet look, sometimes with a bit of dialogue that sounds like an aside at first but becomes more and more significant as the film continues.

Novak plays Ben Manalowitz, an insufferable New York writer who uses the emoji-phrase “100 percent” the way some people use “like.” Ben doesn’t want to be a writer, he wants to be a “voice.” He is certain he has a podcast idea that will have a cultural impact bigger than the combined content of Ira Glass.

Ben’s podcast idea exploits the overdose death of a woman he hooked up with a few times. Before she OD’d on Oxycodone, Abilene (Lio Tipton) told her family Ben was the love of her life. Her brother Ty (Boyd Holbrook) insists Ben come to Texas for the funeral. Ben agrees when he realizes he can turn Abilene into Dead White Girl, a podcast commentary on mythmaking—both the myths we create about ourselves as individuals and as a nation.

It’s a familiar plot device—city slicker finds there is more than stereotypes to small-town living. But Novak’s measured telling and plot twists elevate that story to a level that’s compelling and unique. Ty is certain “Mexican cartels” killed his sister, whose body shows up on a dirt road surrounded by the crunch of oil derricks and a scum of empty red Solo cups. Ty wants to start murdering people, but Ben sells the podcast as a better mode of vengeance. Or, at least he sells Ty on that.

Novak is believable—though often annoying in a pretentious bro-y sort of way—as Ben makes the journey from insufferable elitist to slightly less so. But what’s really fascinating is how Abilene’s story eventually, brutally forces Ben to question the veracity of his own bedrock beliefs about himself. The supporting cast is terrific; Issa Rae is a sharp, funny editor and utterly convincing as the head of a podcast empire. As local record producer Quentin Sellers, Ashton Kutcher delivers a cryptic, self-styled philosopher with a smooth undercurrent of malevolence. As Abilene’s mother Sharon, J. Smith-Cameron depicts a woman whose shrewd assessments of human nature always make her the smartest person in the room, even if not everybody there realizes it yet. And as Abilene’s grieving, overlooked, gun-loving, ten-year-old brother Mason, Eli Bickel steals every scene he’s in, often without saying a word.

Vengeance gets almost dizzyingly meta at times. It’s a story about a storyteller who is creating a story about how mythology (stories) are created. It is also an acute reminder of how easy it can be to hide secrets in plain sight. –Catey Sullivan R, 107 min. Wide release in theaters. 🍿
Black Chicago dance culture shines at Art on the Mart

Half a dozen participants in the short film *Billiken* talk about the famous south-side parade that shaped their lives.

By Leor Galil

On the evening of Thursday, June 30, dozens of young Black dancers gathered on the Chicago Riverwalk across from the Merchandise Mart. At 9 PM that night, Art on the Mart, which bills itself as the world’s largest permanent art projection, would debut two new pieces, including *Billiken*, an homage to the biggest Black parade in the country. As the sky grew dark enough for the videos to be projected, some of the dancers showed off their moves during a DJ set from footwork pioneer RP Boo.

The Bud Billiken Parade travels mostly along a two-mile stretch of South King Drive, and plenty of the people who’d come to see the debut of *Billiken* had been in the parade themselves. As *Billiken* lit up the Merchandise Mart’s southern facade with a lively, impressionistic montage of dancers, the kids on the Riverwalk screamed in joy and surprise whenever they recognized someone among its larger-than-life figures.

The directors of *Billiken*, Shkunna Stewart and Wills Glasspiegel, had spent six months making the eight-minute video. They sourced some footage from the archives of the Chicago Defender, whose founder, Robert S. Abbott, launched the Bud in 1929; the parade began as a way to celebrate the city’s Black children just before their annual return to school.

Stewart and Glasspiegel also handpicked several dance crews—including the Empire, Geek Skquad, Goon Squad, Silent Threat, Dance Force, the Jesse White Tumblers, and Bringing Out Talent—to film in front of a green...
Brandon K. Calhoun adapted some of the footage into fuzzy animations, a style he’d previously employed for Footnotes, a 2021 Art on the Mart projection he’d produced with Glasspiegel. Footnotes and Billiken also have in common the prominent use of music: RP Boo produced an original track for the latter using recordings of the Rich Township Mighty Marching Machine.

Billiken builds on work that Stewart and Glasspiegel have already been doing for years. Glasspiegel is a nondancing member of footwork crew the Era (he mostly documents their activities and helps connect them with resources), and in 2017 he cofounded a racial-justice-focused arts nonprofit called Open the Circle. Open the Circle runs a free summer footwork camp, and in 2018 Stewart began co-hosting it in her capacity as president of dance company Bringing Out Talent.

Bringing Out Talent is the fourth-generation version of a group founded by Stewart’s great-grandmother Louise Hubbard. It was part of the Bud Billiken Parade too. “She used to make our uniforms,” Stewart says. “She’d have all of us in this big backyard, and we were practicing, getting ready for the big day. All the kids in the neighborhood would be so excited.”

Everyone featured in Billiken has an emotional connection to the Bud—I could feel it in every cheer of joy or shout of recognition that night on the Riverwalk. I wanted to know more about peoples’ histories with the Bud, and Glasspiegel helped put me in touch with several folks who appear in Billiken; he’s gotten to know plenty of players in the scene during his research into Chicago footwork history for his PhD in African American Studies and American Studies at Yale. For this oral history, I spoke to Glasspiegel, Stewart, RP Boo, Goon Squad leader and Era cofounder Jemal “P-Top” DeLa Cruz, Silent Threat leader LaToya Stats, and U-Phi-U founder Darnell Payne, whose group ushered a new wave of grassroots dance collectives into the Bud in the early 1980s.

First memories of the Bud

SHKUNNA STEWART My mom, when she was pregnant with me, she walked in the Bud. It’s like I really never miss one—I was inside the womb going down King Drive. From the time I was one years old all the way up. I’m 46 years old now.

DARNELL PAYNE My first parade was 1981—I was in third grade, and I marched with a barbershop that was located on 64th and Cottage Grove. It felt like Hollywood to have that many people looking at you. We were just walking down, holding up the signs and all that. Man, that was my first experience, and I was hooked.

RP BOO My first official Bud Billiken Parade—it was 1991. A group that I was called Mega Moves, the president was like, “We’re gonna enter into the Bud Billiken Parade.” We had a shopping cart with a little portable radio in it and a speaker up under it, so we were able to walk down—everything worked out. That was the time where I first seen House-O-Matics.

LATOYA STATS My first ever Bud experience was with my brother [Verndell Smith II]; he was the founder of Ultimate Threat dance organization, and he’d been doing the Bud Billiken Parade since he was about 13. This particular year he was performing with another team, and their float didn’t work. I had to come help drive, and that was the first time I had ever been to a Bud Billiken Parade. I was just amazed, and I’ve been going ever since.

P- TOP My first Bud Billiken Parade was in 2006, I believe. I was walking with my sister and her dance group—and I believe it was raining that day. I think Full Effect, Total Domination, and Infamous Bang did the Bud together.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL It was about 2014; I was a photographer in the world of Chicago footwork, and I ended up working with DJ Earl, who was a DJ on the float for Empiire, which is one of the groups featured in Billiken. But I’d heard about the Bud earlier just from researching the history of Chicago footwork and house music in the city.

DARNELL PAYNE To be surrounded by so much African American energy, and Black people dancing, and music and culture; I was hooked. Every year—from ’81 till now—I’m at every Bud Billiken Parade.

Growing with the Bud

DARNELL PAYNE My dance group, U-Phi-U—one of the founding dance groups in the city—we did the parade from ’85 to 2015. We’re a direct product of the breakdancing era. I was one of the premier dancers in a breakdance crew called ChiTown Rockers—they were one of the big groups from here. Music began to change, with the house-music movement happening. My brother was a security guard at a place called the Muzic Box. I was very young, but I looked older—I had a mustache at, like, 11 or 12—so one day, I went down to the club with my brother. The party started, and I was kind of stuck there, ’cause he couldn’t take me back home. I got used to a whole ‘nother level of music: jackin’.

From there we organized. It was six of us, and we started doing talent shows all over the city. It seemed like every talent show we went to, we would run into five or six other kids, like, “Hey, how can I join in with you all?” We dwelled—our numbers went over 100. Every
DARNELL/PAYNE Every year I aspired to make things bigger, to make things better, to make it over-the-top but do it with excellence. We always marched in straight lines—military formed lines—even with 100 kids. Nobody out of spot. We used to go to the Dan Ryan Woods and practice all these military cadences and moves. We wanted our shoulders to be broad, we wanted our backs to be straight, we wanted to look so clean to represent our culture in the best way that we could.

SHKUNNA STEWART I wanted to step it up a little bit. My mom, she was not really into custom-made uniforms and stuff like that. And I said, “Man, they look really cool—I wanna look like that!” So I took it and worked on it.

DARNELL PAYNE I’m basically speaking of my other family—House-O-Matics, Phase 2, and all the other teams that came up with me. We began to be the spotlight of the Bud Billiken Parade; we became the energy of the Bud Billiken Parade.

It was so many military groups, the fire department, the police department, this, that, and the other, and people just walking, waving flags. Then us coming down with massive walls of music and people dancing. You danced till you fell out. There were multiple times where my kids were taken out of the parade route and had to go to Provident Hospital when we got to 51st Street, ’cause they had danced so hard.

LATOYA STATS A lot of these children and young adults, they don’t have a positive person in their life. So it starts there—making sure that I’m always a positive role model for them, and giving them the tools they need to not only be successful dancers but to be successful people in life. As far as it goes towards making them well enough that we were able to now do this thing on a professional level.

DARNELL PAYNE [The Bud] gave us a national spotlight. People were calling us to do shows—it wasn’t like, “Come to this backyard party.” We did shows at the Field Museum, we did things at the DuSable Museum—and guess what, we were getting paid! It wasn’t just, “Come and do this for free.” There were City of Chicago checks coming to our group, which helped us get equipment, speakers, and uniforms and stuff like that. It actually turned us from being a group of kids who love to do things on the corner into an incorporation and a business.

We were known by U-Phi-U, but once we became incorporated, we became the Untouchable Unity Dance Troupe. We actually had a not-for-profit. These people helped us—they helped us be able to get into the Park District, because now we had paperwork and documentation that was behind us, that we represent well enough that we were able to now do this thing on a professional level.

SHKUNNA STEWART During the summer, we normally have a peak; I have maybe 100 kids. But a lot of the kids that used to come, they’re older now—in college and stuff. I have, like, 55 this year.

LATOYA STATS My brother was killed last year, so I took over his dance organization. Now that I am in charge of the dance studio, I’m right there, front and center, with planning and preparing for our organization to be a part of the Bud every year.
The Bud’s influence on music and dance

DARNELL PAYNE Back then it was more of an R&B feel—it was more of a New Edition or any R&B artist that had a faster song, we would dance to that music. But then we had the pleasure of having DJ Gant-Man and DJ Puncho—they actually dance. They were footworkers with U-Phi-U. They started making our mixes, which had the house music and the footwork music that we were dancing off of. So a transition happened in the early 90s—the street DJs started recording their music on audio cassette, and we were able to play that music in the parade. And the whole game changed.

RP BOO I don’t think I did any parades with House-O-Matics after I started producing. I started doing floats for other people—every year I was DJing for different groups. I used to come past everyone’s float that had turntables set up, and I would play my tracks for them. And they would be like, “Hey, where’d this track come from?” I would have one to three new tracks every parade day that I would make just for that day. And to see the groups being able to now finally hear this track that I’ve been producing that I made especially just for that day—it was like, “RP is up to something.”

The dance groups that I perform for, I might make a track for them, and they wouldn’t even know that I made the track for them until the day of. If they listened to it—“We wanna run that, we wanna dance off that.” I can mix my tracks with other tracks that people produced over the years. It was like nobody could do it better than RP. No one.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL Footwork started to sprout out on its own trail. Then you’ve got the birth of battle cliques—footwork groups that were essentially a B side of the Chicago dance industry.

P-TOP Towards the end of the Bud, everybody gets to that point by the tennis courts, a lot of footworkers—even some dancers—will battle at the tennis courts just to make a name for yourself, or just to say you were there. It was needed. It was an initiation type of thing. It’s almost going to another footworking event, but outside, during the Bud. It’s big. Getting involved with the Bud—it’s, how shall I say it, it’s almost joining the football team. You get on there, you get to showcase what you do, earn respect.

RP BOO One day, I say, “Hey, I’ve been going down King Drive for so long, let me make a King Drive track.” So actually, “Bang’n on King Dr.” is the third edition, because I made two King Drive tracks for the parade years prior. And those who was there at the parade got to hear them, and so when I did “Bang’n on King Dr.,” it was the same as the first two.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL We made a short film or music video called “Bang’n on King Drive.” That was really my first major project that took place at the Bud Billiken Parade. That is one of my proudest works.

The Billiken projection

SHKUNNA STEWART Last year, I saw Footnotes—that was the first film. That one was awesome. We wanted to take that and make it better.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL Merchandise Mart is so public and site specific. It’s not a blank slate; there’s a lot of texture. I thrive with an improvisational relationship to the surface of the building and that space at the confluence of the river and the Riverwalk. Footnotes was a big success. I thought, “How can I do more?”

SHKUNNA STEWART I’m just one of the partners of OTC, and we’ve been strategizing about doing this film on Art on the Mart, and it finally came true.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL In some ways it goes back to hearing RP Boo tell me about the parade. He told me a story about how he used to walk the parade route in the early morning before the actual parade. That’s a spark for me, in terms of what ended up becoming Billiken.

SHKUNNA STEWART Me and Wills decided [on which teams to include] as one. You have a lot of teams that just have well-known names. Also we wanted to bring out a few of the teams who don’t have a well-known name to try to give them a well-known name.

SHKUNNA STEWART I saw it last year when they featured the footworkers on there. I said to myself, “Ooh, we want to do that.” When we received the call, it was so exciting.

P-TOP Working with kids, I had to get another generation under Goon Squad. Doing so many things with them, teaching them, and getting them opportunities to dance and do certain things is major, because we didn’t have that growing up.

SHKUNNA STEWART It was so much going on that day—the opening. It was just cameras everywhere; we had friends and family everywhere. It was exciting just to see everyone come on down there and see it. I’m still stoked.

LATOYA STATS It’s really an amazing experience to have an African American child from the inner city of Chicago drive downtown and see yourself on a big building.

P-TOP When Goon Squad was on the projection, it was a milestone for me. Goon Squad’s name—our name—is getting out there. Goon Squad’s name, in battling, it’s been out there. But what these kids are doing—and with us pushing them and giving them the drive and ambition and the tools to utilize in this dance culture—it just shows they’re putting the work in. They’re dedicated, and they’re inspiring other people to want to dance, but also to make a change when it comes to doing something together. It’s very big and needed for the city.

LATOYA STATS There’s a picture of my kids on Wills’s page where they’re actually looking at themselves, and they were amazed about seeing themselves up there.

WILLS GLASSPIEGEL When those kids saw themselves on the building, and they screamed and felt like they were larger-than-life—and they are larger-than-life—that’s the point.

DARNELL PAYNE To come from a kid who organized dance groups in broken glass in vacant lots, where nobody wanted us, where we couldn’t be seen on TV, where it was too controversial—because they wanted to label us, at one point, as gangs—and to go and be in downtown Chicago, at the Merchandise Mart, with our images being broadcasted that large in the downtown area, it was overwhelming for me. I almost broke into tears. I sat there and I thought about all the times that we just wanted to be included in the conversation. We just wanted to sit at the table. And now it’s our table.

LATOYA STATS It’s all bittersweet. These are things I know for a fact my brother wanted to accomplish. People can drive by and see Silent Threat on a downtown building; it lets me know that all of his hard work, and the sweat and the tears, and all of the energy that he put in his organization is worth it. It makes me feel good that I am able to continue to do those things for him as well as the kids.
Jessica Risker is an experimental singer-songwriter and a licensed clinical counselor. After the COVID-19 pandemic sent Chicago into lockdown in March 2020, Risker merged those pursuits for a podcast called Music Therapy, where she speaks to artists, industry professionals, and fellow therapists about their work, creativity, and mental health. She initially imagined the podcast as a community resource during a difficult time, and as COVID restrictions have loosened, she's expanded it into the offline world with Music Therapy: Group Session, a series of loose variety shows at Cafe Mustache that includes interviews with full bands in front of live audiences. Risker is approaching her 100th episode of Music Therapy and fleshing out the songs for her next record, which features material written during and inspired by her pandemic experiences. She and her band head into the studio this fall.

You can find more info about Music Therapy at musictherapypodcast.com, and on Wednesday, August 10, Cafe Mustache hosts a Group Session featuring Chicago punk weirdos Spread Joy.

Music was something I wanted to do ever since I was in college, but I wasn’t really sure how to make a career out of it, financially speaking. I moved to Chicago [from Missouri] to go to graduate school at Northwestern in their master’s in counseling psychology program, but I was always very wistful about wanting to do music and trying to figure out how that would fit into my life. Over the years, I found a way to have my day job and also do a lot of open mikes, work on music at night, and develop bands. So I’ve pursued these two paths side by side. They probably informed each other, in that my personality is geared towards being introspective—my majors in college were psychology and philosophy.

A lot of therapists are drawn to the field because they do a lot of work on themselves or maybe they have their own things they’ve gone through. I’ve never, for example, written a song about a client, but I think my tendency towards introspection and using music as a way to cathartically release melancholy—or sadness or joy or whatever kind of emotion—has been very effective and satisfying. I personally find music therapeutic in that way.

At the start of the pandemic, I was living my life as usual and things were kinda stable. I have a little boy who was about two at the time. So I have a family now, and by extension, life tends to be pretty routine: Getting up at the same time, taking care of each other, and all of that. And I had shows scheduled, and I was working on music with the band.

When the pandemic happened, it was a scramble for therapists, and it was impressive how quickly everyone pivoted and figured out how to do the telehealth thing. It was weird at first, but now everybody wants it, which is great.

Musicians were caught up with the pandemic as well. I talked to so many, especially at the beginning, who were like, “We were about to go down to South by Southwest” or “I just had this album release and all my shows were canceled.” So many things got disrupted, and people were turning to social media—specifically Instagram in my community—to do live performances or to just connect and share. I felt that I wanted to be part of that conversation.

One night I had the idea, “What if I combined my music and my therapy, and did my best to offer some sort of experience that I have as a therapist to help people get through this really stressful time?” So I started doing live guided meditations. I did tips on how to structure your day or how to be careful about substance use, all that kind of stuff. It quickly turned into interviewing other musicians about their experiences. At first, it wasn’t meant to be a podcast. It was just something I was doing, but I kept [all the recordings]. After a while I

Jessica Risker, licensed counselor, singer-songwriter, and host of Music Therapy

“Part of the podcast’s goal is to get a peek inside what the working of an artist actually looks like, including the struggles and the messiness.”

As told to Jamie Ludwig
realized, “Oh, this is basically a podcast,” and I started thinking of it that way.

I don’t have any formal experience in journalism or broadcasting, but I sit and I talk with people that I don’t know that well all week long. So it’s not a big leap for me to have a conversation with a musician, whether it’s a friend or someone I’ve never met before, and ask them questions and sort of pull at threads if they say something interesting. Over time I’ve tried to evolve it in a way that I’m very much keeping the audience in mind, and thinking of what would be useful to listeners. Like the recent one we did on imposter syndrome. We also did one on performance anxiety.

I want this to be helpful for people. Sometimes it’s this sort of direct psychoeducational material, where I talk with another therapist. Or as a musician myself, I’ve struggled with things like “Songwriting is hard—how do other people do this and have an amazing finished product? How do they balance having a baby with going on tour?”

I’ve always found resources that talk to me about how other artists do their day-to-day so inspiring. They normalize everything—the frustrations and the journey. Part of the podcast’s goal is to get a peek inside what the working of an artist actually looks like, including the struggles and the messiness.

[The local focus] developed really organically. It made total sense to just reach out to my community, and most of my community is made of musicians in Chicago. Chicago is a big city and there’s lots of pockets of musical communities, but I think everyone is actually friendly and willing to work with each other and support each other. We could hear each other’s stories while we were all feeling so isolated.

We have expanded it a little bit and gone outside of Chicago. There are so many artists to choose from, and I’ll probably try to keep a Chicago focus but also reach out to others to see if they are willing to talk to me. There’s so many stories, and levels of outwardly what you might think of as success for an artist—even though an artist’s success can really depend on how they define it for themselves. So it’s kind of finding where people are in their different steps of their journey as an artist, and that could be in Chicago or beyond.

When I invite someone to be on the podcast, I have them fill out a form, which helps me stay organized. One of the questions is “What do you want to talk about?” I definitely suggest we keep it to mental health, creativity, and music careers. There’s a lot you could talk about in there, but really, I’m open. With the therapist episodes, I’m more intentional—like, if I want to talk about performance anxiety, I’ll find a therapist who specializes in that. But the artist episodes tend to be more about what the interviewees want to share and what

Tips to take the edge off pandemic burnout

Whether we recognize it or not, we’ve all experienced prolonged stress over the past few years. For some, it started with the pandemic; for others, COVID just added to the challenges they were already facing. All the sources of stress in our lives—personal traumas or loss, racial injustice, climate change, threats to bodily autonomy, ascendant fascism—can really stack up, which harms our minds and bodies.

Jessica Risker shares some of her favorite tips for coping with and powering through periods of prolonged stress:

1. TUNE INTO YOUR BASELINE Think about how you feel when you’re in a healthy place. Now think about how you feel when your stress level goes up. For example, do you feel less focused and energized? Self-assessing your emotions allows you to tell the difference between tolerable, manageable, and difficult, so that you can begin to face them before they stack up.

2. REMOVE STRESS THROUGH EMOTIONAL HYGIENE If you clear emotional residue, you can get back to baseline, or as close to it as possible. Pinpoint some small things you can do that have a great payoff for your mental health, such as spending time outside, taking a shower, or doing something creative. Build those activities into your existing routine so that you’re able to prioritize them without willpower—relying on force of will is a short-term strategy that isn’t helpful in times of stress.

3. FOCUS ON WHAT’S WITHIN YOUR CONTROL Create structure and routine, such as waking up at the same time each morning, but be flexible with yourself rather than seek perfection.

4. GET CREATIVE Whether you like to draw, sing, or write, creative expression can benefit your mental health. However, stress can impact executive function, which can make it hard to get started. So lower the bar and just promise yourself two minutes. If you want to keep going, keep going. If not, you’ve already hit your goal.

5. GET PHYSICAL Move your body and spend time outside. Physical movement sends a signal to the brain that says “I am not stuck,” which is especially important for people experiencing trauma. Adding intention can boost the benefits of your activity. For example, go on a mindfulness walk while taking note of beautiful things around you.

6. RECOGNIZE AND VALIDATE YOUR STRUGGLES We often feel like we have to choose between “this is really hard” and “I can do hard things,” or “this is hard” and “others have it harder.” But we can recognize our challenges without invalidating our feelings about them. As soon as we name an emotion, we’re able to start working through it.

7. BUILD SOCIAL SUPPORT, BUT ESTABLISH BOUNDARIES Connect with family, friends, or a qualified therapist, but be mindful that you don’t overcommit yourself while your energy reserves are low.

8. MAINTAIN YOUR SENSE OF HUMOR Laughter creates connection and releases positive chemicals in your body. When was the last time you had a great belly laugh?
they're comfortable talking about.

Joshua Wentz, who's my longtime friend and bandmate, engineers all the shows. He really trims up the ums and ahs and all of that. But the content of the conversation is intact. There was one time where someone reached out and they were like, “Hey, I realized that was maybe a little further than I wanted to share publicly.” I was like, “No problem at all.”

Certainly people have revealed things on the show that are pretty personal, whether it’s regarding their own mental-health journey or their professional experiences. At the beginning of the pandemic, the podcast gave me structure and something to do. It gave me a reason to take a shower so I could look decent in front of the camera, whereas I could see how that could be really easy to skip when you’re just at home all the time. So even though this is meant to be helpful for listeners, all these questions are questions that I have too. “How do people become a musician? How do you keep going? How do you fold regular life into it? How do you come to terms with where your career is at versus where you might want it to go?”

I’ve learned so many things from people in all points of their careers, and how they think about it. It’s just really given me a more rounded view of what it means to be a musician, rather than just an interview with somebody who just put out a really great record. I’m always like, “But how did you do that?”

The demographic that [a therapist] might work with is often just geographically determined. Before the pandemic it was always “Where is your office located?” And then there’s the issues that you might treat—I work a lot with anxiety, and a lot of musicians have anxiety. But as far as working with musicians or creative people in general, I have, even before making the podcast, been very interested in that, because I can relate so much to it and I can bring something to it. I’d say that’s definitely been enriched after hearing all these artists on their different journeys and what it looks like for them, and bringing that kind of knowledge back to working with other creatives.

Sullivan Davis, who produces the podcast, used to be the talent buyer for the Hideout, and now he has his own production company [Local Universe]. I brought the idea for Group Session to him right when he was starting his production company, and the timing worked out perfectly. We wanted to stay true to the show and touch on mental health, but we also wanted it to be a live experience that’s entertaining and maybe more intentionally keep it fun and light.

We will “go there” with bands, but we also have a lot of fun too. We’ll also show music videos, and local comedian Mike Knish has a segment where he plays a character called Leslie Tanner, who is also a therapist type, which is my favorite part of the show, honestly. And then the band has a live performance. So we definitely try to keep the show more upbeat and not like this heavier thing, even though sometimes we do touch on band dynamics—and sometimes bands fight, or sometimes there’s tension. But usually they’re willing to talk about it.

@unlistenmusic
Let’s Play!

Make time to learn something new with music and dance classes at Old Town School! We offer flexible schedules for all skill levels both in-person and online.

Sign up for classes today at oldtownschool.org
Lifeguard grow into their next underground rock vision on Crowd Can Talk

A COUPLE WEEKS BEFORE LIFEGUARD played Horsegirl’s record-release show at Thalia Hall in June, I ran into drummer Isaac Lowenstein and bassist Asher Case while walking through the Logan Square Farmers Market with my family. My parents asked what kind of music they make, and we all had a little trouble coming up with a concise answer—Lifeguard move through lots of styles, and that’s what drew me to them when I heard their 2020 debut album, Dive. They’re loud in a smart, subversive way, and their varied approaches to melody and heaviness telegraph their knowledge of postpunk, garage, indie rock, and hardcore without being too showy about it. They also play well together: Lowenstein, Case, and guitarist-vocalist Kai Slater give their music a communal euphoria that drives it as surely as Case’s propulsive bass or Lowenstein’s keyed-up drumming. That energy has been key to Lifeguard’s evolution. The loose, smoldering sound of Dive gave way to a tighter but more melancholy feel on seven-inches issued by Chunklet in March 2021 (“Receiver” b/w “Sun Ra Jane”) and March 2022 (“Taking Radar” b/w “Loose Cricket”). On the new EP Crowd Can Talk, released via righteous Chicago rock label Born Yesterday, Lifeguard seem to have figured out who they are as a band—even though they might take a left turn tomorrow. Slater is a magnetic front man whose dry holler and taut riffs tie together his bandmates’ animated, occasionally contorted rhythms and bring out the subtle sweetness in the trio’s work. Crowd Can Talk demonstrates Lifeguard’s underground rock bona fides, and rambunctious opener “New Age (I’ve Got A)” bursts with charming hooks. —LEOR GALIL

CONCERT PREVIEWS

MARISSA NADLER Squirrel Flower opens.
10 PM, Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western, $15. 21+

As the world literally burns, it’s a comfort to see performers we hold dear come back through town to offer musical relief. Singer-songwriter Marissa Nadler debuted in 2004 with the album Ballads of Living and Dying, establishing the template for her delicately ominous, reverber-shrouded fables of loss and mortality. She’s since come out of the shadows a bit (and dialed back the reverb), and her latest LP, The Path of the Clouds (released on longtime label Sacred Bones last October), displays the persistence of her vision alongside her hard-won musical evolution. Nadler recorded the basic tracks at home and then sent them to some heavy contributors, including experimental harpist Mary Lattimore, bassist Simon Raymonde (formerly of beyond-legendary dream weavers the Cocteau Twins and currently head of the Bella Union label), Black Mountain vocalist Amber Webber, and multi-instrumentalist Milky Burgess.

Nadler is playing songs off the record on this tour, and I especially hope to hear the psychedelic shoegaze of the title track. The murder ballad “Bessie, Did You Make It?” colors her luscious, double-tracked voice with subtle flourishes of piano and other adornments, and she empowers the female character—an all-too-rare thing in that songwriting tradition. Also on my dream set list would be the bewitching gothic Americana of “From Vapor to Stardust,” which shares the distinctive melancholy of Townes Van Zandt (Nadler is a huge fan, and covered him this year on the Neurot Recordings compilation album Songs of Townes Van Zandt Vol. III).

At the Empty Bottle, Nadler will be accompanied by Burgess and another multi-instrumentalist, Don McGreevy, who’s also played with doom-drone trailblazers Earth. When I reached out to her about this show, she also promised to include tunes from 2014’s July and 2018’s For My Crimes as well as a few surprise covers. “It’s going to be surreal to perform again at all after so long,” she said—and I for one vote for more of that kind of surreality in 2022, rather than the freakish and horrifying variety we’ve been getting. I’ll be at this gig front and center, escaping into Nadler’s beautiful darkness while As the world literally burns, it’s a comfort to see performers we hold dear come back through town to offer musical relief. Singer-songwriter Marissa Nadler debuted in 2004 with the album Ballads of Living and Dying, establishing the template for her delicately ominous, reverber-shrouded fables of loss and mortality. She’s since come out of the shadows a bit (and dialed back the reverb), and her latest LP, The Path of the Clouds (released on longtime label Sacred Bones last October), displays the persistence of her vision alongside her hard-won musical evolution. Nadler recorded the basic tracks at home and then sent them to some heavy contributors, including experimental harpist Mary Lattimore, bassist Simon Raymonde (formerly of beyond-legendary dream weavers the Cocteau Twins and currently head of the Bella Union label), Black Mountain vocalist Amber Webber, and multi-instrumentalist Milky Burgess.

Nadler is playing songs off the record on this tour, and I especially hope to hear the psychedelic shoegaze of the title track. The murder ballad “Bessie, Did You Make It?” colors her luscious, double-tracked voice with subtle flourishes of piano and other adornments, and she empowers the female character—an all-too-rare thing in that songwriting tradition. Also on my dream set list would be the bewitching gothic Americana of “From Vapor to Stardust,” which shares the distinctive melancholy of Townes Van Zandt (Nadler is a huge fan, and covered him this year on the Neurot Recordings compilation album Songs of Townes Van Zandt Vol. III).

At the Empty Bottle, Nadler will be accompanied by Burgess and another multi-instrumentalist, Don McGreevy, who’s also played with doom-drone trailblazers Earth. When I reached out to her about this show, she also promised to include tunes from 2014’s July and 2018’s For My Crimes as well as a few surprise covers. “It’s going to be surreal to perform again at all after so long,” she said—and I for one vote for more of that kind of surreality in 2022, rather than the freakish and horrifying variety we’ve been getting. I’ll be at this gig front and center, escaping into Nadler’s beautiful darkness while rockin’ a black KN95—’cause that’s how this closet goth safely rolls. —STEVE KRAKOW
dazzlingly sophisticated. She also writes music that reflects and enhances the emotional atmospheres of her lyrics. On “In This America,” her mournful, seething ode to young Black men killed by police, she lays carefully constructed leads over folk-like strummed accompaniment. “In the Fire,” from her 2017 release of the same name, uses Celtic-sounding violin to create an almost pastoral setting, which the song’s story line renders ironic: a young girl faces down her mother’s abuser and then incinerates the scene of the crime, an image that’s equally searing whether the fire is real or metaphorical. Angel explodes ferociously on “Outside Our Radius,” “American Dream,” and “Nobody Gets Away,” where power chords propel leads that circle, probe, home in, and hit their marks with unerring accuracy.

On Foxy, released this spring, Angel’s protagonists continue to demand respect and satisfaction, but they also celebrate life by embracing the hard-bitten irony of the blues. “Bad Bad Seed” portrays a female protagonist determined to solve a broken heart by cruising for a one-night stand, claiming ownership of a scenario traditionally portrayed as demeaning if not dangerous for women—she could be the same partyer in the turbocharged “Dance With Me,” which features some of Angel’s marks with unerring accuracy.

In 2018, Back Alley Jazz, an offshoot of the Hyde Park Jazz Festival, thrummed the heartstrings of nostalgic south-siders when it resurrected the popular neighborhood-alley jams that took place in the community from the mid-1960s into the ’70s. Since then, this riff on tradition has become a tradition itself, turning unassuming corridors and street corners into bandstands. In the spirit of the original (and of the HPJF), the event is free to all. As in previous years, the performances will take place around South Shore on a single day. The main “stages,” so to speak (in past years, some performances have been at street level, while others have been on risers), will be located on South Paxton Avenue at East 72nd and East 74th, and between them they’ll host music from noon till 6 PM. The lot next to the Black United Fund on 71st will host the Universal Alley Jazz Jam—a sprawling jam sess directly in the lineage of the original alleyway jazz tradition—from 3 to 7 PM. While the Hyde Park Jazz Festival showcases artists from around the globe, Back Alley is a more intimate showcase for local acts. The talent includes tap king Jumaane Taylor and his Jazz Hoofing Quartet (6:30 PM at 72nd and Paxton), smooth-singing and -trumping phenom Sam Tho- sand, formerly Sam Trump, with his band the Soul Vortex (5 PM at 74th and Paxton), and inimitable veterans Dee Alexander and John McLean in a vocals-and-guitar duo (6 PM at 74th and Oglesby). Bring your kids and your appetite: food vendors and arts-and-crafts stations will be set up along Paxton. And if you aren’t too sun-bent, save some dance moves for the afterparty at the Quarry.—HANNAH EDGAR


LatiNxt is the kind of festival I enjoy the most. This free, two-day fest on Navy Pier is geared toward the pulse of the current scene and allows concertgoers to make new musical discoveries. For its fifth year, LatiNxt features 17 performances on two stages per day, curated by local Latinx collective Future Rootz. They’ve created a lineup that showcases musical identities informed by a tricultural mestizo heritage—African, European, Indigenous—as well as the vanguard of contemporary culture. Among the highlights is Colombian five-piece electro-rock band Meridian Brothers, led by multi-instrumentalist and composer Eblis Alvarez, who perform on Sunday. The band’s brand-new album, Metamorfosis, imagines the political salsa dura of a fictional 1970s band called El Grupo Renacimiento, whose music touches on themes such as police brutality, social marginalization, and addiction, distorting these elements with quirky retro psychedelic touches. The festival also offers Chicagoans a rare opportunity to experience live music from Guatemala’s rich scene: Saturday includes Doctor Nativo, born Juan Martinez, who holds Mayan beats and traditional folk instruments into his shamanic, percussive music, and Sunday’s lineup features fierce ecofeminist hip-hop singer Rebeca Lane. The U.S. side of the Latin diaspora will also be well-represented: west-coast duo Reyna Tropical (Saturday) create textured Caribbean-pop rock; Chicago-based Rudy de Anda (Sunday) reimagines old-school Latin ballads from the 60s to the 80s as delicate, trippy tropicalia; Nino Augustine (Saturday) slings beats that hark back to his melodic Panamanian proto-reggaeton roots but emerge tinged with Atlanta hip-hop; Mexican songwriter Silvana Estrada, who plays late on Sunday, rounds out this forward-thinking lineup with her jazz boleo ballads, informed by Latin American folkloric tales and the son jarocho traditions of her hometown of Veracruz. The small but potent LatiNxt offers one of the most compelling lineups of any of the city’s summer festivals.—CATALINA MARIA JOHNSON

LIFEGUARD See Pick of the Week at left. Fruit Leather and Domino open, 7:30 PM, Color Club, 4146 N. Elston, $17, $15 in advance. 🎵

SUNDAY 🎵

LatiNxt See also Sat 8/6. Hosted by MC Logan Lu and Melissa Dupre. Beer Garden, 2-8 PM, in order of performance: the Ponderers, Adan Diaz, Rudy de Anda, Meridian Brothers, and DJ Iggy. Lake Stage in Polk Bros Park, 5:15-7:45 PM, in order of performance: Rebecca Lane and Silvana Estrada. Navy Pier, 600 E. Grand. FREE 🎵

MONDAY 🎵

SUMAC, BIGBRAVE, TASHI DORJI Sumac headlines. Big Brave and Tashi Dorji open. 8 PM, Lincoln Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln, $20, $18 in advance. 18+ The title track of Sumac’s latest album, 2020’s May You Be Held (Thrill Jockey), is a tough-love affirm-
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tion built for trying times, when soothing sounds just don’t cut it anymore and you need self-care that’s more like the cathartic group therapy you might find in a Klingon gladiatorial arena. The post-metal power trio use punky, chopped-off riffs to kick off a blood-spattered journey through light and shadow. The dynamics shift dramatically as they fight their way through a tightly controlled configuration that feels like it’s about to burst into a supernova for a good chunk of its nearly 20-minute running time; meanwhile front man Aaron Turner (formerly of postmetal cult legends Isis, currently of Mammiffer, Old Man Gloom, and other projects) gazes unflinchingly into an apocalyptic hortoscope that has not yet come to pass. The song culminates in the sort of prayer that can ring hollow when it doesn’t feel earned but raises goose bumps when it does: “May your limbs move through gleaming waves / Your body rest upon the earth to embrace, part, return.” Along with Turner, the band includes bassist Brian Cook (Russian Circles, These Arms Are Snakes) and drummer Nick Yacyshyn (Baptists). Sumac have also collaborated with fellow heavyweights, including Japanese psych master Keiji Haino, with whom they’ve released 2018’s American Dollar Bill—Keep Facing Sideways, You’re Too Hid- eous to Look at Face On and 2019’s Even for Just the Briefest Moment Keep Charging This “Expiration” Plug in to Making It Slightly Better.

Montreal-based avant-garde metal trio Big_Brave released their fifth album, Vital (Southern Lord), last year; it’s heavy and wild and meticulously construct- ed. Their sound is focused but variegated, and front woman Robin Wattie is a commanding presence throughout—she’s alight with righteous rage and steadfast and those extremes and all the space in between. This magnificent bill is rounded out by Bhutan-born, Asheville-based guitar improviser Tashi Dorji (who’s also collaborated with Aaron Turner). Come prepared for a show that will require and reward your full attention. —MONICA KENDRICK

FRIDAY 12

CONJUNTO PRIMITIVO Jenniferfauexpaz, Don Crescendo, and Otra Dek open. 10 PM, Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western, $10, 21+

In March 2020, when I wrote about underground industrial label Chicago Research and the tight-knit community that surrounded it, I heard that local duo Conjunto Primitivo planned to release their debut full-length through the label. Considering how that month ended, I’m not surprised to see that album coming out only now—and I can’t argue with what Ana Belén García-Higgins and Cesar Robles Santa-cruz came up with. On the new Morir y Renacer, the duo superimpose the inextinguishable syncopat- ed stomps of reggaeton onto foreboding industrial synths. That combo of genres is peanut-butter-and-banana-level ingenious, and I wish more musicians were exploring it—though I’m not sure how many could build an atmosphere and an identity as suc- cessfully as Conjunto Primitivo. García-Higgins sings in Spanish, delivering cryptic lyrics about heartache, misery, and the netherworld in a cool, bor- nean-ennui manner. I wish more musicians were exploring it—though I’m not sure how many could build an atmosphere and an identity as suc- cessfully as Conjunto Primitivo. García-Higgins sings in Spanish, delivering cryptic lyrics about heartache, misery, and the netherworld in a cool, bor- nean-ennui manner. I wish more musicians were exploring it—though I’m not sure how many could build an atmosphere and an identity as suc- cessfully as Conjunto Primitivo. García-Higgins sings in Spanish, delivering cryptic lyrics about heartache, misery, and the netherworld in a cool, bor- nean-ennui manner. I wish more musicians were exploring it—though I’m not sure how many could build an atmosphere and an identity as suc- cessfully as Conjunto Primitivo. García-Higgins sings in Spanish, delivering cryptic lyrics about heartache, misery, and the netherworld in a cool, bor-

er

ALBUM REVIEWS

CLAMM, CARE

Chapter Music clammxo.bandcamp.com/album/care

Trying to make sense of the times can feel like an exercise in futility, but it can also be a powerful tool of self-expression. That’s the modus operandi of Clamm, a young Melbourne three-piece founded in 2019 by two childhood friends—guitarist and vocalist Jack Summers and drummer Miles Hard- ett. The band play hard-driving, punk- and garage- fueled heavy rock, and while their 2021 debut full- length, Reseex Me, had some sharp edges, their new record, Care, cuts like razor wire. It stopped me dead in my tracks on first listen—it’s as smart as it is unbridled, and if you can’t relate, you’re either part of the problem or you’re not living on the same planet as the rest of us. The driving “Bit Much” alternates anxiety and catharsis as it addresses the struggle to maintain mental balance in the face of endless bad news, while the plodding “Fearmon- ger” builds foreboding atmospheres as mercilessly as (though less cynically than) the late-night cable- news anchor types it takes to task.

Punk is often nihilistic, but Clamm’s concern feels earnest—their generation will be left to bear the consequences of political and economic decisions made today by people who’ll shuffle off this mortal coil long before their bills come due. The yearning single “Something New” searches for meaning and answers to life’s questions, with the knowledge that there isn’t much time—Summers sings so urgently that the clock he’s watching must be attached to a ticking bomb, while guest saxophone from Anna Gordon makes the track feel like an outtake from the Stooges’ Fun House. That Motor City flavor rears its head here and there throughout the rest of the record, notably on my favorite track, “Incom- petence,” a searing tour de force that recalls the rhythm and raw magnetism of “I Wanna Be Your Dog” as it indict s ineffectual political leaders and systemic rot. Thankfully, Clamm also know how to have fun: “NRG” closes the album with a wave of sax- and effects-laden chaos that feels like a party at the bottom of a giant bowl of spiked punch. It’s too early to call Care a punk record for the ages, but I’ll be in the first row to hear these songs live when Clamm play my town—and if they never do, I’m going to listen to them straight through the apoca- lyphe. —JAMIE LUDWIG

CLAUDE, A LOT’S GONNA CHANGE

American Dreams girlclaude.bandcamp.com/album/a-lots-gonna-change

“I’m a twentysomething / Don’t you think it’s about time?” Chicago singer-songwriter Claudia Ferme, a.k.a. Claude, sighs on “Twenty Something,” which opens her debut full-length, A Lot’s Gonna Change (American Dreams). The track breathes and puls es through dream-pop heaven with swirling, chim- ing guitars and distant, mellow horns. It’s meant to be redolent of a certain time of life—the yearning and molting of the 20s. But the album also feels like a retro excursion into 80s and 90s British indie rock; the music is on par with classics by the Sun- days, Lush, and Mazzy Star in the way it sways and

Find more music listings at chicagoreader.com/musicreviews.
**UPCOMING CONCERTS AT**

Old Town School of Folk Music
4544 N LINDON AVENUE, CHICAGO IL
[4544 N LINDON AVENUE, CHICAGO IL](https://www.oldtownschool.org)

**NEW SHOWS ANNOUNCED • ON SALE NOW**

8/28  Leo Kottke
10/2  Michael J. Miles
thea  featuring Zahra Glenda Baker with
Lloyd Brodnax King & Jill Kaeding
10/21  Lucy Kaplansky

**MORE NEW SHOWS • ON SALE FRIDAY 8/5**

11/5  Bill Sibert / Ökkenfr River
8/27  Molly Tuttle
with special guest Courtney Hartman
(performing at Fretboard Summit)
8/26  The Milk Carton Kids
with special guest Vikeck Kapoor
(performing at Fretboard Summit)

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 13 8PM**

Téada  In Maurer Hall

**THURSDAY - SATURDAY, AUGUST 25 - 27**

**Fretboard Summit 2022**

with performances by Milk Carton Kids, Molly Tuttle with Courtney Hartman, Julian Lage, Bobby Broom & Fareed Haque, and more!

**SUNDAY, AUGUST 28 7PM**

Leo Kottke  In Maurer Hall

**THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 8PM**

Watchhouse (formerly Mandolin Orange)
with special guest The Onlies
in Thalia Hall - 1807 S Allport St

**SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 8PM**

Josh Rouse  In Szold Hall

**SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 3 & 7PM**

Jake Shimabukuro  In Maurer Hall

**FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 8PM**

Joe Purdy  In Maurer Hall

**SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 8PM**

**SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 7PM**

Watkins Family Hour  In Maurer Hall

**FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7 8PM**

Dar Williams  All Request Show - In Maurer Hall

**FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7 8PM**

Trace Bundy  In Szold Hall

**SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8 7:30PM**

David Wilcox  with special guest Jean Rohe - In Szold Hall

**OLDTOWNSCHOOL.ORG**

---
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Swift-dissolving the present into the past isn’t a contradiction of dream pop so much as the whole point: What is dream pop if it’s not hazy vibes and longing for a moment you never had? If you answered, “It’s sweet hooks and winsome lyrics”—well, Claude’s got those too. The should-be-a-hit-single “What’re You On Tonight” patters through twee bliss with an indelible melody as Claude sings with heartfelt disconnection, “I’ve got a good outfit on / We could go to our favorite spot / Run into people we’d rather not.” It’s the bored pose of kids who’ve heard all the songs with the bored poses and are thrilled to devise their own. A Lot’s Gonna Change sounds familiar, but that just means that it’s an album for twentysomethings of every age. —NOAH BERLATSKY

**SUSIE IBARRA & TASHI DORJI, MASTER OF TIME**

Astral Spirits
ibarradorji.bandcamp.com/album/master-of-time

In 2019, the Tang Museum at Skidmore College presented *The Second Buddha: Master of Time*, an exhibition concerning Padmasambhava, the guru credited with bringing Buddhism to Tibet during the eighth century. Along with lectures and exhibits both visual and virtual, the museum commissioned a concert—conceived as a “musical bardo exploration”—by Susie Ibarra, a Philippine American percussionist, and Tashi Dorji, a Bhutan-raised guitarist who’s been based in Asheville, North Carolina, since 2000. Buddhism does not figure strongly in the group’s repertoire, by their own choosing, but Dorji’s subtle yet pugilistic style. The Englewood native’s subtle yet pugilistic performance has just enough swing to feel unpredictable. He might lag just behind the beat or jump ahead of it ever so slightly to drive home his menacing, unsettling lyrics. Like all the best drill, “Wadup” channels its sense of threat into adrenalized, punchy hooks. It could carry an entire album, and it’s so good it could appear on that album more than once— which it does. Nuk’s new self-released Switch Music includes a version of “Wadup” that features star Chicago rapper Polo G (Nuk’s cousin by marriage) and closes with a “Wadup” remix that includes a guest spot by fellow Chicago hip-hop heavyweight G Herbo (who also drops in on opener “Hot Summer”). Switch Music feels a little long and suffers from some odd pacing, but when Nuk shines—as he does against the raw, blown-out bass of “5Five Guys”—he sounds like he can make mincemeat of anything in his way. —LEOR GALIL

**LOCRIAN, NEW CATASTROPHISM**

Profound Lore
locrian.bandcamp.com/album/new-catastrophism

Experimental metal trio Locrian have spent the past 17 years branching out into unknown realms, but lately they’ve been reexamining their roots. Formed in Chicago in 2005 by guitarist André Foisy and keyboardist Terence Hannum, Locrian started out mining darkness from their bleak soundscapes by layering grimy, pitch-black, doomy ambient noise with swaths of sound and textures. In 2010 the duo linked up with drummer Steven Hess, who brought along pseudo-tribal percussion and blastbeats, driving the band in a new direction. Locrian’s 2015 *Infinite Dissolution* plays like a perfect summation of the group up to that point—it’s an icy tome punctuating oppressive, crushing layers of tones. The Englewood native’s subtle yet pugilistic performance has just enough swing to feel unpredictable. He might lag just behind the beat or jump ahead of it ever so slightly to drive home his menacing, unsettling lyrics. Like all the best drill, “Wadup” channels its sense of threat into adrenalized, punchy hooks. It could carry an entire album, and it’s so good it could appear on that album more than once—which it does. Nuk’s new self-released Switch Music includes a version of “Wadup” that features star Chicago rapper Polo G (Nuk’s cousin by marriage) and closes with a “Wadup” remix that includes a guest spot by fellow Chicago hip-hop heavyweight G Herbo (who also drops in on opener “Hot Summer”). Switch Music feels a little long and suffers from some odd pacing, but when Nuk shines—as he does against the raw, blown-out bass of “5Five Guys”—he sounds like he can make mincemeat of anything in his way. —LEOR GALIL
GOSSIP WOLF

A furry to the ground of the local music scene

SINGER AND GUITARIST Fernando de Buen López moved to Chicago from Mexico City in 2012 with his band El Mañana, who released one more album of jaunty, psychedelic indie rock in 2014 before dissolving. In 2018 de Buen López resurrected the group as Así Así, and in summer 2020 they dropped two singles whose subtler grooves were tinged with melancholy electronic elements. Their current lineup—with drummer Ben Geissel, keyboardist Ceelen Rusk, and bassist Sam Coplin—has been in place since last year, and over the past few months they’ve been on a furious hot streak. They’ve played a slew of shows and steadily released singles from their new album, Mal de Otros, which has been in the works since the pandemic began. Among its many standout tracks is the newest single, “Nómada,” which brings the Roof Dogs and Troigo, and the next newest single, “Steady.” Among its many standout tracks is the newest single, “Nómada,” which brings the Roof Dogs and Troigo, and the next newest single, “Steady.” They’ve been on a furious hot streak. Last year, and over the past few months they’ve been on a furious hot streak.

The Chicago Abortion Fund gets 100 at 8 PM. Heaves and Safety Town; the music starts at 8 PM.

The Abortion Fund gets 100 at 8 PM. Heaves and Safety Town; the music starts at 8 PM.

A Giant Dog 8/18, 8:30 PM, Empty Bottle

DJ Jeremiah Meece 8/19, 8 PM, City Winery

White Denim 8/27, 11 PM, Chop Shop, 18+

Tommy Wright III, Club Music 9/5, 9 PM, Sleeping Village

Medical Home Network seeks Healthcare Data Analyst in its North Chicago office to analyze healthcare data using SAS to develop organizational efficiency & report findings. Requires master's in data analytics, economics, statistics, public health or r/t & knowledge based on education, training or experience of working with healthcare & insurance data & using SAS, R, Python, SQL. Send CV to careers@mhchicago.org. Use job code HRA1.

TransUnion, LLC seeks Sr. Analysts for Chicago, IL to develop & implement end-to-end test strategies covering all aspects of sw quality. Master’s in Comp Sci/related field +3yrs exp OR Bachelor’s in Comp Sci/related field +5yrs exp req’d. Req’d Skills: Java, Springboot, Web Services, SOAP, Rest API, CI/CD, Automation testing, BDD, Log4j, WebSphere RAD, IntelliJ, SQL Developer, Oracle, Rally, REMEDY, Oracle. Send resume to: M. Carter, REF: VBV, 555 W Adams St., Chicago, IL 60661.

TransUnion, LLC seeks Sr. Managers for Chicago, IL to lead efforts to adopt Global AWS platform. Master’s in Comp Sci/Sw/Comp Eng/related field +5yrs exp OR Bachelor’s in Comp Sci/Sw/Comp Eng/related field +5yrs exp req’d. Req’d Skills: Apache, Python, shell scripting, Layer7, site-monitor, Xenos, Splunk, Tomcat, JBoss, Docker Containers, Ansible, Jenkins, Gitops, Vault, Agile, Bash, Websphere, Weblogic, JMS. 60% telecommuting permitted. Send resume to: Marvin Carter, REP: ASD, 555 W Adams St, Chicago, IL.

Sr. Capabilities & Insights Analyst position available w/MCKINSEY & COMPANY, INC. US (Chicago, IL). Perform qualitative & quantitative analyses using diff s/w such as Alteryx, Tableau, similar proprietary s/w. Problem-solve w/Mckinsey. Client team on the individual client problem they are solving & use knowledge of Finalta benchmarks & data sets to identify the right data points, analysis or insights that supports the engagement. Min Bachelor’s degree in Biz Admin, Stats, Biz Analytics, or rel field or foreign degree equiv & 2 yrs of data analytics or consulting exp. Exp must incl: working w/ clients in the banking industry; using technical tools: Microsoft Office tools: Excel, Word, Powerpoint; Alteryx; Tableau; & conducting data analysis on various client sets to create banking industry benchmark & strategic insights. Email your resume to CO@mckinsey.com and refer to Job # 5739963. No phone calls please. An EOE.

LEGAL NOTICE

NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Section 4 of the Self-Storage Facility Act, State of Illinois, that the Northshore Storage - Lakeview / Western Ave Storage LLC will conduct sale(s) at www.storageauctions.com by competitive bidding starting on August 10th and end on August 17th @ 12:00pm on the premises where property has been stored, which are located at Chicago Northshore Storage 2946 N Western Ave, Chicago, IL 60618. 773-300-4500.

In the matter of the personal property for the individual listed below, Chicago Northshore Storage - Lakeview, H05 Cian Ohamony, M13 Brian A Doherty, O06 Greg Parker, P01 Lisa Edgerton, P26 Cian Ohamony, P34 Tyran Greer, Z61 Paul Odoom, CC45 David Christian. Purchases must be made with cash only and paid at the time of sale’s redemption. All goods are sold as is and must be removed at the time of purchase. Sale is subject to adjournment.

RENTALS & REAL ESTATE

Authentic German Bar-Restaurant for Sale. Established 30 years in beautiful Dubuque, Iowa. 294K. Call Joe at 563-588-0361. Hate to give it up, it’s been good to me. Includes the building with living quarters above. Come out and see it.
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In the matter of the personal property for the individual listed below, Chicago Northshore Storage - Lakeview, H05 Cian Ohamony, M13 Brian A Doherty, O06 Greg Parker, P01 Lisa Edgerton, P26 Cian Ohamony, P34 Tyran Greer, Z61 Paul Odoom, CC45 David Christian. Purchases must be made with cash only and paid at the time of sale’s redemption. All goods are sold as is and must be removed at the time of purchase. Sale is subject to adjournment.

RENTALS & REAL ESTATE

Authentic German Bar-Restaurant for Sale. Established 30 years in beautiful Dubuque, Iowa. 294K. Call Joe at 563-588-0361. Hate to give it up, it’s been good to me. Includes the building with living quarters above. Come out and see it.


Fun, Clean, Picture Frame Assembly JOB $18/hour

Tired of bored of clicking away on a keyboard working from home? Keep your hands and mind busy with a fun, safe, clean assembly job. You’ll have your own large assembly zone, at least 15-20 feet away from others, so you’re really safe here.

Top rated firm Alpina Manufacturing LLC founded in 1992. Beautiful campus in Galewood, near Mars candy, 4 blocks north of Oak Park. We build and sell display framing systems to customers nationwide including Walmart, Verizon, Circle K gas stations, Hospitals. Full time, Part time, Flex hours for working parents or students. We train, no travel, work in Galewood. Open to any backgrounds. Excellent pay, friendly caring management. Stop in anytime between 7am and 4pm M-F ask for Izy to apply and check us out.

Alpina Manufacturing 6460 W Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60707
**Savage Love**

**What does it mean to be a cuckquean?**

Many words describe letting your partner have sex with other people.

**By Dan Savage**

Q: I’m a 36-year-old married woman who fantasizes about her husband of ten years being intimate with other women. I’ve fantasized about this for years, but we’ve never acted on it. He is intrigued but afraid that it might somehow damage our relationship. I’ve found sometimes conflicting definitions of what it means to be a “cuckquean.” I’m interested in watching my husband pleasure and be pleased by another woman in a purely physical way. I’m not interested in being “cheated on.” I would rather my husband not even know the name of the other woman. And he would only be able to sleep with her with my consent and I would want to be “in control” of the situation. So, what does that make me? —WHAT THE CUCK AM I?

A: “The scenario WTCAI describes sounds more like hotwifing with the gender roles reversed than cuckolding,” said Venus, host of The Venus Cuckoldress Podcast. “She’s interested in hothusbanding!”

Let’s quickly define terms: a man into hotwifing enjoys “sharing” his wife with other men, WTCAI, and a woman who fantasizes about “sharing” her husband with other women. Cuckolds, on the other hand, have one partner they submit to completely. Cuckqueans don’t want their partners to humiliate and degrade them. (I put “cheated on” in quotes because the “cheating” is consensual and symbolic, likewise, “sharing” is in quotes above because spouses aren’t property.)

“But cuckolding and hotwifing have a really wide spectrum of practices and dynamics,” said Venus. “Some cucks are submissive and get into degradation and some cuck really aren’t subs or into degradation at all. I don’t see why hothusbanding/cuckqueaning can’t be just as varied. Humiliation, submission, and degradation don’t have to be involved!”

Venus is right: there are guys out there who call themselves cuckolds but aren’t subs and don’t wanna be humiliated or degraded. But I would argue that these guys aren’t cucks, WTCAI, just as I would argue that you aren’t a cuckquean. We have lots of words to describe letting your partner fuck other people—open, monogamish, swinging, mate-swapping, hotwifing, hothusbanding, stag and vixen, CNM—but we only have one word to describe letting your partner fuck other people while getting off on being humiliated and degraded: cuckolding. And since most people understand cuckolding to involve humiliation and degradation, telling someone you’re a cuck when you’re not into those things is like telling someone you’re a power bottom when you don’t even like anal. That’s worse, tell someone you’re a cuck-old/cuckquean and they might start degrading you while they’re fucking your partner, which would ruin everything for everybody.

As for setting up a sex date for your husband with an anonymous woman, Venus had a practical suggestion.

“There are a lot more men out there looking for casual sex than there are women,” said Venus, “which makes WTCAI’s fantasy difficult to pull off. But I know a woman whose wife wanted to be blindfolded and then have a group of women come in—all strangers to her—and go down on her. Not an easy fantasy to pull off either. So, they hired a sex worker to facilitate things and it was amazing. Perhaps this would be an ideal solution—hiring a sex worker—because then WTCAI would be in total control.”

It sounds to me like what you really wanna do is whore your husband out. It’s an expression I’ve heard gay men use to describe setting up an anonymous encounter for their boyfriends or husbands. You find someone you wanna see fuck your husband—taking care to find someone your husband would wanna get fucked by—and all your husband needs to know is when and where. Cuckolds and cuckqueans are subs and a sub can “top from below,” as the saying goes, but at least officially a cuck doesn’t have the power. Someone who’s whoring his husband out has all the power. That’s what you want, right? 😎

The full version of Savage Love is available on savage.love/savagelove. Email questions@savagelove.net. @fakedansavage
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*Savage Love* is a sample Savage Love column. The full version is available on savage.love/savagelove. Email questions@savagelove.net. @fakedansavage
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metro & smartbar 40th anniversary
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